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Sturbridge Tourist Association  
A Committee of the Town of Sturbridge  

REVISED – 08/08/2019 at 15:00hrs 

Meeting Agenda 
14 August 2019 – 6pm 

Center Office Building – 2nd Floor Meeting Room 

1. Call to Order  
  

2. Approval of Previous Minutes – 10 July 2019 
  

3. Selection of Chair / Vice Chair for FY2020 
 

4. Treasurers Report  
 

5. New Business  
a. Funding Request – Old Sturbridge Village – Second Review  
b. Funding Request – Gatehouse Media – Frist Review  
c. Funding Request – The Big MOE – First Review  
d. Request for Proposal – Opening of Technical Proposals  

 
6. Old Business  

 
7. EDTC Report  

  
8. Correspondence  

  
9. Next Meeting – 28 August 2019 at 6pm 

  
10. Adjourn  

 

The items listed which may be discussed at the meeting are those reasonably anticipated by the 
Chair. Not all items listed may in fact be discussed and other items not listed may also be brought 
up for Meeting to the extent permitted by law. 
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Sturbridge Tourist Association  
A Committee of the Town of Sturbridge  

 

STA Meeting Minutes 

Regular Meeting – 07/10/2019 at 6pm 

Center Office Building – 2nd Floor Meeting Room 

Members: Brian Amedy (BA), Jeff Ardis (JA), Nick Salvador (NS) 

Absent: Tom Chamberland (TC)  

Staff: Kevin Filchak (KF); Jeff Bridges (JB)  

Guests: Sarah Greene (SG)  

1. Call to Order – BA called the meeting to order at 6:06pm. A quorum was present.  

  

2. Approval of Previous Minutes – 12 June 2019 – BA MOVED to accept [minutes] as written, JA 

seconded (2-0-1).  

  

3. Treasurers Report  

a. FY 2019 – Closeout – KF provided overview of the FY 2019 and explained end of year 

budgets. BA asked about Herbfest, KF provided overview of Herbfest noting that it had 

over expended approved amount by $336.96. SG explained her understanding of the 

approved funding was higher than the number found in the March meeting minutes (when 

it was originally approved). General discussion on the over expenditure and 

conversations regarding the original approval amount.  

 

b. FY 2019 – Encumbrances – KF explained the encumbrance request for trail guides had 

been submitted to the town accountant.    

 

c. FY 2020 – Review – KF explained the format of the FY2020 budget document. JA asked 

about GeoFest breakdown; KF provided explanation leading to general discussion on the 

event.  

BA MOVED To approve all financial reports as written, NS seconded. APPROVED 

(3-0).  

4. New Business  

a. Funding Request – Old Sturbridge Village – First Review (discussed after 4.b) – JA 

raised the question of the STA’s scoring matrix and asked if that’s being used. General 

discussion on use of the matrix and scoring going forward; members agreed to keep the 

matrix but not necessarily use the scoring at this time. BA provided overview of the OSV 
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request, noting that this is a new / old initiative from OSV. BA explained the request, 

saying that the Village is trying to recruit the bus tour groups to come to Sturbridge. He 

noted that this has not been done for many years and then explained the history of bus 

tours in Sturbridge. JA asked if the previous efforts were worthwhile and BA said yes. BA 

said there is not enough information now about how tour groups currently operate in the 

town. KF provided an overview of the cost breakdown of the request leading to general 

discussion on the proposal. JA noted that the bus tours have validity based on BA’s 

comments, but BA noted that the results won’t be seen for a while because these trips 

are planned well in advance. BA said that the person overseeing the tour implementation 

must know what they’re doing. NS asked if all three goals must be accomplished or if 

they are done individually. General discussion on the Village’s plans for the proposal. JA 

noted that he’s pleased with how much work has gone into the application, and had some 

questions about getting other businesses to buy in. He further noted that there is value in 

this but perhaps not at the full amount, rather providing the seed funding for it. BA 

suggests seeing an example of their bid to operators, and how other local businesses 

used to support funding these initiatives. BA asked about Village funding and supporting 

this bid. General discussion on funding and how the STA could fund it in full and in part. 

General discussion on hotelier cooperation and how overflow and planning tour dates 

works. JA asked if the Village comes in and meets all of the Committee’s criteria, what 

would be a reasonable funding amount. BA was in favor of $12,000. NS noted that this 

would be an investment and wouldn’t see the return until CY2022. BA asked if the Village 

has not budgeted it for this year, will it be included next year. KF provided history of 

funding the village. JA noted concerns about other large expenses in FY2020. General 

discussion on return on investment for this event. KF summarized the questions for OSV 

as follows: (1) If the proposal is not funded to the full amount would the project continue, 

would part of it be dropped? (2) What is the experience level of tour contact at OSV? (3) 

What is BTI’s experience in this space and do they know Sturbridge? (4) What efforts will 

be made to make this messaging impactful and who is driving said message? (5) What 

progress has been made for seeking support from other potential partners (MOTT, 

individual destinations, etc.) and (6) Can a sample itinerary be provided? KF will invite 

OSV to the next meeting and ask the above questions.  

 

b. Funding Request – Herbfest – First Review (discussed before 4.a) – BA provided history 

of the approval for Herbfest. SG provided overview of the event for the members, 

discussing the various speakers, layout, caterer, etc. She noted that her issue is having 

people pre-register for the event; said that 20 vendors have signed up and pre-paid with 

space for up to 39 vendors. BA discussed the funds requested and SG explained what 

the initial funding approved by the STA was used for. BA noted two items: insurance, and 

police detail; he noted that these issues has been discussed as a group, and asked for 

feedback from JB. General discussion on how Betterment funds are used for police 

details at general events. JB suggested that it is up to the committee to make that 

determination of supporting the event. BA noted that without PD and Insurance the 

request is $1238 in marketing and $2375 for Community Support. General discussion on 

where equipment was being procured from, SG explained that nearly everything is local. 

NS noted that this is a larger expense for a non-overnight event. SG explained that the 
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hope is that some people will stay overnight, saying that the information going to the 

event patrons are encouraging people to stay overnight. BA asked if a question on the 

registration could ask if people are staying overnight and talked about the value of the 

information gathered. NS asked about pre-registration for the event and if there are 

numbers for attendees, SG said no not yet but they are hoping to gather that data soon. 

BA noted that he’d prefer seeing the event cover the Police and Insurance costs. BA 

MOVED to approve $1238 for advertising out of FY2020 budget, and $2375 out of 

Community Support out of FY2020 budget for the 2019 Herbfest. General discussion 

about the over-expenditure. JA asked about not including the Police and Insurance, BA 

confirmed those were not in the motion. NS asked if the shuttle was included, BA said 

yes and SG said that number likely will go down. General discussion on parking. JA 

seconded motion. APPROVED (3-0).  

 

c. Discover Central MA – STA FY2020 Marketing Campaign Discussion – KF provided 

overview of what DCM was looking for. General discussions about what to include in the 

September edition. It was agreed that the photographer should be invited to town in 

October for fall shots and fall events.  

 

d. Visitor Guides – Discussion – BA went over the guide, and noted a few of the photos did 

not show Sturbridge pictures in the forefront. KF noted that he wanted to show the guide 

and remind the group that there are other vendors who’ve expressed interest in this.  

 

5. Old Business  

 

a. RFP – Update  

i. Funding Request – Allocate Funding for Legal Notices – KF provided status 

report on the RFP. BA MOVED to approve $72 to pay for the STA Legal 

Notices in the Telegram and Gazzette. NS seconded. APPROVED (3-0).   

  

6. EDTC Report – KF provided detailed update. BA noted that he was re-appointed to the 

committee.  

  

7. Correspondence – None. 

  

8. Next Meeting – Dates selected were August 14
th
 and 28

th
. BA asked that the nomination for chair 

/ vice chair be handled at those meetings.  

  

9. Adjourn – BA MOVED to adjourn the meeting at 7:45pm. JA seconded.  APPROVED (3-0). 

 

Respectfully Submitted:  

 Kevin Filchak, M.P.A.  

 Economic Development and Tourism Coordinator   
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07/17/2019 12:19    |TOWN OF STURBRIDGE |P      1
1655cger            |FY19 STA FUND BUDGET |glytdbud

 
 

FOR 2019 12
 

ACCOUNTS FOR: ORIGINAL TRANFRS/ REVISED AVAILABLE PCT
244      STURBRIDGE TOURIST ASSN            APPROP ADJSTMTS BUDGET YTD EXPENDED ENCUMBRANCES BUDGET USED
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
 

24400 STURBRIDGE TOURIST ASSN            
_________________________________________

 
24400 51130  SALARIES/WAGES       36,864           0      36,864      36,240.15            .00         623.37   98.3% 
24400 56551  MARKETING/ADVERTISI      109,333     -11,800      97,533      90,924.60            .00       6,608.00   93.2% 
24400 56552  COMMUNITY SUPPORT       36,025      11,800      47,825      47,300.24            .00         524.64   98.9% 
24400 58618  TOURISM IMPROVEMENT            0      20,140      20,140      16,577.31            .00       3,563.00   82.3% 

 
TOTAL STURBRIDGE TOURIST ASSN            182,221      20,140     202,361     191,042.30            .00      11,319.01   94.4%

 
TOTAL STURBRIDGE TOURIST ASSN            182,221      20,140     202,361     191,042.30            .00      11,319.01   94.4%

 
TOTAL EXPENSES      182,221      20,140     202,361     191,042.30            .00      11,319.01
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07/17/2019 12:19    |TOWN OF STURBRIDGE |P      2
1655cger            |FY19 STA FUND BUDGET |glytdbud

 
 

FOR 2019 12
 

ORIGINAL TRANFRS/ REVISED AVAILABLE PCT
                                            APPROP ADJSTMTS BUDGET YTD EXPENDED ENCUMBRANCES BUDGET USED
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
GRAND TOTAL      182,221      20,140     202,361     191,042.30            .00      11,319.01   94.4%

 
                                      ** END OF REPORT - Generated by Christopher Geraghty **                                       
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Account Account # Original Total Revenue 
Adjustments Revised Total Expenditure Current Total 

Balance

Community 
Support 24400 56552 $40,359.00 $0.00 $40,359.00 $16.50 $40,342.50

Marketing and 
Advertising 24400 56551 $109,974.00 $0.00 $109,974.00 $519.00 $109,455.00

Benefits 24400 51210 $13,734.00 $0.00 $13,734.00 $0.00 $13,734.00

Salaries / Wages 24400 51130 $19,223.00 $0.00 $19,223.00 $0.00 $19,223.00

Tourism 58618 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

$183,290.00 $0.00 $183,290.00 $535.50 $182,754.50

EDTC Update
Date Cost

7/30/2019 $16.50
7/26/2019 $300.00
8/5/2019 $219.00

Sturbridge Tourist Association | Fiscal Year 2020 Budget 

Total

Item
Chamber of Commerce

TLGV 
Herbfest
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Spent
0%

Assigned
33%

Unassigned 
67%

Allocated Spent Remaining Date Approved 
$3,095.00 $0.00 $3,095.00 4/17/2019
$3,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 4/17/2019

$500.00 $16.50 $483.50 6/12/2019
$4,460.00 $0.00 $4,460.00 6/12/2019
$2,375.00 $0.00 $2,375.00 7/10/2019

$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00

Herbfest

Unspent Approved Funds $13,413.50

Community Support Allocations
Approved by STA $13,430.00

Spent by Recipients $16.50

Unassigned Funds $26,929.00
Funds Returned to STA $0.00
Total Available Funds $26,929.00

Item
Jaguar Association of New England

Concerts on the Commons
Geofest 2021

Harvest Festival 2019
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Spent
0%

Assigned
18%

Unassigned 
82%

Allocated Spent Remaining Date Approved 
$16,890.00 $0.00 $16,890.00 4/17/2019

$300.00 $300.00 $0.00 4/17/2019
$800.00 $0.00 $800.00 6/12/2019

$1,238.00 $219.00 $1,019.00 7/10/2019
$72.00 $0.00 $72.00 7/10/2019

$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00
$0.00 $0.00

Geofest 2021
Herbfest

T&G - Legal Posting for RFP

TLGV - 15th Annual Tastes of the Valley
DCM FY2020 Marketing Campaign

Item

Funds Returned to STA 

Marketing Allocations

$0.00
Total Available Funds $90,674.00

$90,674.00

Approved by STA $19,300.00
Spent by Recipients $519.00

Unspent Approved Funds $18,781.00
Unassigned Funds 
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Document Guide 

Approved by STA = Sum of all items listed in the "Allocated" column 
Spent by Recipients = Sum of all items listed in the "Spent" column 
Unspent Approved Funds = Sum of all items listed in the "Remaining" column
Unassigned Funds = "Current Total Balance" (found on cover page) - "Approved by STA"
Funds Returned to STA = Sum of "Remaining" column for those items that have closed 
Total Available Funds = Sum of "Unassigned Funds" and "Funds Returned to STA" 
Item = Project approved by the STA
Allocated = Amount approved by the STA 
Spent - Amount spent by the recipient 
Remaining = "Allocated" - "Spent" 
Date Approved = The date the STA approved the project 
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FY 2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017
33% 94% 33% 36%

96% 33% 36%
97% 33% 36%
97% 35% 41%

101% 36% 56%
101% 36% 56%
101% 73% 56%
101% 88% 73%
104% 97% 73%
107% 97% 73%
107% 98% 92%
107% 98% 98%

FY 2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017
18% 81% 54% 30%

83% 55% 30%
83% 62% 43%
83% 72% 50%
87% 82% 53%
87% 82% 53%
89% 93% 62%
97% 99% 65%

104% 81% 95%
105% 93% 95%
105% 101% 101%
105% 101% 101%

FY2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017
0% 5% 13% 7%

18% 15% 9%
43% 15% 9%
68% 15% 9%
84% 27% 21%
85% 28% 21%
85% 28% 27%
85% 60% 37%
87% 79% 58%
91% 80% 59%
95% 86% 59%
99% 96% 86%

FY2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017
0% 1% 3% 0%

11% 6% 2%
19% 7% 5%
32% 45% 5%
49% 54% 25%
70% 54% 29%
72% 60% 32%
72% 48% 34%
78% 48% 35%
81% 49% 37%

Allocated Comparisons | FY 19 Budget 

January
February

March
April

December

February
March
April
May
June

Marketing
July

August
September

October
November

January

April
May
June

Spending Totals / Comparisons

Community Support
July

August
September

October
November
December

March

May
June

Marketing
July

August
September

October
November
December
January
February

April

Community Support
July

August
September

October
November
December
January
February

March
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84% 71% 45%
93% 93% 88%

FY2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017
100% 95% 87% 93%

82% 85% 91%
57% 85% 91%
32% 85% 91%
16% 73% 79%
15% 72% 79%
15% 72% 73%
15% 40% 63%
13% 21% 42%
9% 20% 41%
5% 14% 41%
1% 4% 14%

FY2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017
100% 99% 97% 100%

89% 94% 98%
81% 93% 95%
68% 55% 95%
51% 46% 75%
30% 46% 71%
28% 40% 68%
28% 52% 66%
22% 52% 65%
19% 51% 63%
16% 29% 55%
7% 7% 12%

*Anything approved before the fiscal year is accounted for in July. 

% Allocated = the amount of fund allocated for certain events as was approved by the STA 
divided by the total allocated

October
November
December
January
February

March
April
May
June

% Spent = the amount spent at the end of that calendar month divided by the total 
allocated

% Remaining = the amount of funds remaining in the account at the end of that calendar 
month divided by the toal allocated

**FY 2016 only has data for end of the year at this time; in addition "Special Events" and 
"Community Support" are combined in this total as both accounts have since been 
combined. 

September

Marketing
July

November
December
January
February

March

August

October

May
June

Remaining Totals / Comparisons

Community Support
July

August
September

April
May
June
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$40,359.00
$16.50

$40,342.50

Date Expenditure
7/30/2019 $16.50 Geofest - Center of Hope, "Non Taxable-Vivid" 

Community Support - 56552

Details 

Original Total
Spent

Revised Total

Item
Chamber of Commerce
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$109,974.00
$519.00

$109,455.00

Date Expenditure
7/26/2019 $300.00
8/5/2019 $219.00

Marketing and Advertising - 56551

Item Details 

Revised Total

Original Total
Spent

Herbfest Marketing for Herbfest with Wisdom Magazine 
Sponsorship for Tastes of the Valley event at PH TLGV 
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$19,223.00
$0.00

$19,223.00

Date Expenditure

$13,734.00
$0.00

$13,734.00

Date Expenditure

EDTC Salary - 51130
Original Total

Spent
Revised Total

Item Details 

Spent
Revised Total

Original Total
EDTC Benefits - 51210

Item Details 
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Sturbridge Tourist Association
Definitions 

Community Support  
 
This line item shall be for the sponsorship of events, the procurement of goods and services for an event, payment 
or installation of equipment and/or any other purchase, unrelated to marketing, that supports tourism in the town of 
Sturbridge. 
  
The purpose of this fund is to support the local tourism industry though, in certain circumstances, the STA may 
allocate these dollars to support community events if they believe there is an inherent benefit to tourism and/or 
tourist related businesses in town through the funding of said activity.  
  
This line item shall also go toward the funding of reports and studies necessary for the advancement of tourism in 
the community. However this does not apply to reports that focus on marketing as those are funded by the 
Marketing line item.  

Marketing 
 
This line item shall support efforts to publish, promote and distribute media campaigns about Sturbridge for the purpose 
of attracting visitors to the community across all media platforms.  
  
These campaigns can range from general adverts about the community to targeted ads highlighting a specific item 
and/or event.  
  
This line item shall also provide funding for any/all marketing related studies the STA may undertake. If the scope is 
beyond that of marketing, the study shall be covered under Community Support.  
 

Economic Development and Tourism Coordinator Salary 
 
This line item shall cover the annual salary of the Economic Development and Tourism Coordinator (EDTC). The 
specific responsibilities and duties of the EDTC are detailed in their position description. 
  
Note, the STA and the Town of Sturbridge evenly split the salary and benefits costs for the EDTC each fiscal year.   
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301 Main Street Page 1 of 4 town.sturbridge.ma.us/sturbridge-tourist-association 
Sturbridge MA, 01566  Visitsturbridge.org  

 

STA Evaluation Worksheet 
For Use on All Applications Received by the Sturbridge Tourist 

Association  

Last Updated:  13 September 2018 

Note: Any item listed with a * should not be counted against an applicant if it does not apply to them.  

I. General 

Criteria 3 Points 2 Points  1 Point 0 Points 
Application 
[Basic] 

Applicant has 
completed online 
application and 
provided all 
appropriate 
documentation.  

Applicant has 
completed online 
application and has, 
upon request, 
provided additional 
clarifying 
documentation.  

Applicant has 
completed online 
application and has 
not, after request(s), 
provided additional 
documentation.  

Applicant has 
submitted a partially 
completed 
application.  

Application 
[Content] 

Applicant has 
prepared a thorough 
application, and has 
considered all 
applicable variables.1 

Applicant has 
prepared a thorough 
application, and has 
considered most 
variables, excluding 
minor variables.  

Applicant has 
prepared an 
application, and has 
failed to consider 
some important 
variables.  

Applicant has 
prepared an 
incomplete 
application and has 
not considered 
important variables.  

Communication Applicant is 
responsive and 
forthcoming with 
information.  

Applicant is relatively 
responsive and is 
generally forthcoming 
with information.  

Applicant is slow to 
respond and requires 
reminders. 

Applicant is not 
responsive or 
communicative.  

Previous Interactions* Applicant provided all 
documents in a timely 
manner and adhered 
to all STA policies 
throughout the 
process.  

Applicant provided all 
documents, and 
mostly adhered to all 
STA policies 
throughout the 
process. 

Applicant provided all 
documents but 
required EDTC to 
request them, and 
had difficulties in 
adhering to the STA 
policies.  

Applicant did not 
provide all documents 
required by the STA 
and proved difficult to 
work with.  

Transparency The applicant’s 
finances, 
organization, et al. are 
clearly defined and all 
relevant information, 
including historical 
data, is shared with 
the STA.   

The applicants 
finances, 
organization, et al. are 
clearly defined and 
most relevant 
information is shared 
with the STA.  

The applicants 
finances, 
organization, et al. are 
mostly defined and 
some relevant 
information is shared 
with the STA.  

The applicant’s 
finances, 
organization, et al. are 
not defined and 
relevant information 
is not shared with the 
STA.  

                                                      
1
 Variables are defined as considering all potential costs, having a marketing plan, having a venue identified, etc.  A minor variable 

could be considered awaiting final quote for service, notifying committee that there may be small fluctuations in budget due to 
unforeseen circumstances, etc. A major variable could be considered lacking a budget, defined marketing plan, or not having a venue 
(if applicable.  
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After Action Report 
(AAR)* 

Applicant has 
provided a complete 
AAR with no 
omissions in detail.  

Applicant has 
provided a nearly 
complete AAR with 
only minimal 
information omitted.  

Applicant has 
provided a partially 
completed AAR with 
major omissions  

Applicant has not 
provided an AAR.  

Total Possible Points  18  /  12 

Total Points Awarded   

II. Budget 

Criteria 3 Points 2 Points  1 Point 0 Points 
Budget  Applicant has 

provided a completed 
and accurate budget 
with clearly identified 
costs and revenues.  

Applicant has 
provided a complete 
budget, but the 
committee has 
questions regarding 
formatting.  

Applicant has 
provided a budget but 
there are questions 
regarding totals or 
general arithmetic.  

Applicant has 
provided an 
incomplete or 
inaccurate budget.  

Previous Allocations*  Applicant used their 
entire previous 
allocation and stayed 
within their spending 
cap.  

Applicants used most 
of their allocated 
amount and stayed 
within their spending 
cap.  

Applicant used some 
of their allocated 
amount and stayed 
within their spending 
cap.  

Applicants either did 
not use their allocated 
funds OR spent over 
their allocated 
amount.  

Return on 
Investment*  

The applicant has 
proven with 
quantitative data that 
this activity brings 
revenues to 
Sturbridge, specifically 
to the hotel 
community.  

The applicant has 
proven with 
quantitative data that 
this activity brings 
revenues to 
Sturbridge. 

The applicant has 
indicated that this 
activity has brought 
revenue to Sturbridge 
but cannot produce 
evidence.  

The applicant is 
unable to 
demonstrate that the 
activity has brought 
revenues to 
Sturbridge.  

Revenues Collected  Applicant does not 
intent to make 
revenue from event 
and/or if they do it is 
reinvested in future 
events.  

Applicant anticipates 
making some revenue 
from the event and 
intends to put most 
towards future events 
with the remaining 
going to the 
Applicants general 
fund (or equivalent).  

Applicant anticipates 
making revenue from 
the event and will put 
some towards future 
events with the 
remaining going to 
the Applicants general 
fund (or equivalent). 

Applicant anticipates 
making revenue from 
the event and it is 
unclear where said 
revenue will go 
and/or it will go 
towards the 
Applicants general 
fund (or equivalent).  

Returning Applicant 
Request*  
 

Applicant has reduced 
their request from the 
previous amount 
requested as the 
activity becomes 
more self-sufficient.  

Applicant has 
maintained their 
request from the 
previous year. 

Applicant has 
maintained their 
request from the 
previous year or has 
increased it to match 
with increasing cost of 
services due to 
economic factors, but 
has not added 
services from the 

Applicant has 
increased their 
request from the 
previous year to 
include new services.  
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previous year.  
 

Ability to Manage 
Program 

Event would not be 
possible without STA 
support. 

Major aspects of the 
program would not be 
possible without STA 
support.  

Some aspects of the 
event would not be 
possible without STA 
support.  

If the STA does not 
participate, it will not 
adversely affect the 
event.  

Total Possible Points  18 /  9 

Total Points Awarded   

III. Event* 

Criteria 3 Points 2 Points  1 Point 0 Points 

Number of 
Participants 

> 500 participants 499 – 250 participants 249 – 50 participants  < 49 participants 

Location of Event Event takes place 
entirely in Sturbridge. 

Event takes place 
almost entirely in 
Sturbridge. 

Event takes place in 
multiple communities, 
of which Sturbridge is 
one of them. 

Event does not take 
place in Sturbridge.  

Cost to Participants This event is free and 
open to the public.  

This event is open to 
the public but 
requires a minimal 
per person fee (< $50) 
for entry.  

The event is open to 
the public, but 
requires a sizeable per 
person fee (> $50) for 
entry.  

This event is not open 
to the general public.  

Overnight Stays Applicant has 
confirmed guests will 
stay multiple nights in 
local hotel(s), and 
confirmed others will 
visit just for the day. 

Applicant has 
confirmed that guests 
will stay overnight in 
local hotel(s), and 
confirmed others will 
visit just for the day. 

Applicant anticipates 
guests will stay 
overnight in local 
hotel(s), and 
confirmed others will 
visit just for the day.  

Applicant does not 
anticipate guests will 
stay overnight and 
confirms that others 
will visit just for the 
day.  

Total Possible Points  12 

Total Points Awarded   

IV. Marketing / Promotion  

Criteria 3 Points 2 Points  1 Point 0 Points 
Marketing  Applicant is 

promoting Sturbridge 
as a whole and gives 
equal opportunity to 
promote all 
businesses in Town.  

Applicant is 
promoting Sturbridge 
as a whole but gives 
preferences to a 
select group of 
businesses. 

Applicant is 
promoting Sturbridge 
in part and also gives 
preferences to a 
select group of 
businesses. 

Applicant is not 
promoting Sturbridge.  

Track Record* Marketing campaign 
has been proven with 
quantitative data that 
it brought visitors to 
Sturbridge who visited 
businesses or stayed 
in local hotels.  

Marketing campaign 
has been proven with 
quantitative data 
reach a large 
audience but is 
unclear who may be 
coming to Sturbridge 

Marketing campaign 
has been supported 
with colloquial data 
that it reaches a large 
audience but is 
unclear who may be 
coming to Sturbridge 

It is unclear what the 
marketing campaign 
has accomplished.  
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because of advert.  because of advert. 
 

Total Possible Points  6  

Total Points Awarded   

V. STA Mission  

Criteria 3 Points 2 Points  1 Point 0 Points 
Use of local businesses Applicant is only using 

Sturbridge businesses 
/ vendors to support 
this activity.  

Applicant is mainly 
using Sturbridge 
businesses / vendors 
to support this 
activity.  

Applicant is using 
some Sturbridge 
businesses / vendors 
to support this 
activity.  

Applicant is not using 
Sturbridge vendors to 
support this activity.  

Supporting Mission of 
STA 

This activity supports 
the mission of the 
Sturbridge Tourist 
Association 

This activity mostly 
supports the mission 
of the Sturbridge 
Tourist Association 

This activity in part 
supports the mission 
of the Sturbridge 
Tourist Association. 

This activity does not 
support the mission of 
the Sturbridge Tourist 
Association.  

Community Event Event is considered a 
major community 
event.  

Event is a significant 
event in Sturbridge.  

Event is in Sturbridge. Neither a significant 
nor community event.  

Other 
 

Points awarded at the discretion of the Sturbridge Tourist Association Members.  

Total Possible Points  12 

Total Points Awarded   

VII. Summary 

Overall Points 
Awarded 

 

Possible Points 
Awarded  

 

Project Approved 
for Interview?  

Yes No 
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1. In the event the STA could not fund the full $25,000 request, would OSV still move forward 
with this project in part or in full? If only in part what would be dropped?  
  
This program has many components and in order to achieve the most success for the entire 
community, we do not recommend implementing a partial program. We are proposing a robust 
program that will boost the entire community. We strive to be a strong community player and an 
anchor for area business. We are happy to take the lead and do everything we can to 
implement this program. We have thought of various scenarios with other funding sources, but 
none are ideal for reasons stated below: 

• We are looking into splitting off the ABA show funding portion ($5,000) and asking 
another tourism source, such as DCM, to fund that portion. However, if this is the case, it 
would likely involve a broader regional approach at the show as they would be promoting 
the entire Central Mass region, not just Sturbridge. 

• Alternatively, if we looked for support from an OSV donor to underwrite a portion of the 
funding, they would likely want to ensure their money would be going to support The 
Village only and not necessarily all the other destinations in town.   

• The last option would be to approach other community partners to ask to make an 
investment in the program. This would take a tremendous amount of effort to sell, 
explain, and work out financing so that it would be fair to each of the participants. As you 
can imagine, some may opt in while others may not, yet still benefit from the program, 
which isn’t exactly fair and may sour the approach for those who invested. For example, 
the Publick House might put in some money, while the Host may not. One brewery may 
put in a little money while another may not.  Additionally, they could argue their taxes are 
paying for some tourism promotion already, so why is this an additional cost?  

For all of these reasons, we maintain our position of asking the STA for full funding.  
  
 
2. The STA spent some time talking about the importance of having an experienced staffer who 
would coordinate with the tour companies. Could you provide some indication (a sample job 
description) that would indicate the level of experience that this new OSV staffer would be 
expected to have in their duties of coordinating with tour companies?  
 
First, we think it’s important to outline the sales process so that the STA can see the breakdown 
of workflow and responsibilities between BTI and the Village employee. BTI will be responsible 
for: 

• Relationship Building: Compile a list of contacts who have visited Sturbridge and Old 
Sturbridge Village in the past. Identify opportunities to reach out to this audience through 
direct mail, email newsletter or individual outreach. Invite them back to the museum for a 
site visit, touting new offerings and current opportunities. 

• Identify Lead Generation Sources: This includes attendance at American Bus 
Associations Marketplace in January 2020, individual outreach and hosting of one-off 
tour operator/group travel leader tours, and/or editorial opportunities in group focused 
publications (Group Travel Leader, Group Tour Magazine, etc.) 

• Develop Print/Online Collateral: Create collateral that supports the Town of Sturbridge 
as well as OSV’s group tour goals and speaks to the different types of groups that can 
visit the town and the museum. Consider the differences between student groups and/or 
senior groups, for example, and what type of experiences each would be looking for. 
Have collateral available in print/PDF form and online via the Town of Sturbridge and 
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OSV websites. Some of this information is on the OSV website currently but needs to be 
expanded in order to appeal to a wider range of groups. 

• Prospecting and Measurement: Place a minimum of 25 individual cold/warm sales 
touches per month with potential group and travel trade prospects. A touch is a point of 
contact with a prospect. It could be an in person meeting, phone call, email or direct 
mailing; Additionally, host a minimum of 1 2 site visits with group tour operators and/or 
receptive operators in 2020; Continuously follow up on leads (cold/warm/hot), 
benchmark against sales plan, provide monthly reporting including; lead summaries, 
pipeline business, sold business. 

• Nurture leads and close sales: BTI will continue to nurture leads through the sales cycle 
and work with OSV liaison and other Sturbridge businesses to put together custom 
packages as requested by Tour Group Operators. As soon as a package is accepted, 
the contracts will be signed by participating Sturbridge businesses, the Tour Group 
Operator will be turned over to the OSV employee as the lead point of contact for the 
program.  

 
Our proposed position at the Village will be filled by someone with extensive knowledge of the 
amenities and attractions of both the Village and the entire town, and will be extremely skilled at 
coordinating schedules and facilitating guests’ experiences. Here is a working job description 
that we are formalizing.  
 
We are seeking a self-starter who is organized, proactive and good with people. The individual 
needs to fully understand all of Old Sturbridge Village offerings, as well as those of the Town of 
Sturbridge and work with agency to develop and create packages to sell, and be able to quickly 
put packages together on the fly if needed. They will be conscientious of meeting sales and 
revenue goals, and work with agency to measure results of sales efforts along the way. 
Responsibilities may include: 
 

• Provide proposals and quotes to agency for tour operators interested in bringing groups 
to OSV and the town 

• Work with other community partners and town businesses to help put together exciting 
experiences 

• Create and execute travel trade contracts for OSV; provide guidance for other town 
businesses if needed 

• Be on-site during OSV portion of tour or responsible for designation of an on-site 
representative during the tour 

• Determine logistics during the tour and work with the travel trade professional to ensure 
a clear understanding of same (i.e., where the bus parks, where guests are dropped off, 
how is luggage handled, is there handicapped accessible needs, guided tours or self-
guided tours, specific hands on activities, how will meals be handled (group menus, pay 
on own) 

• Secure deposits and/or full payment prior to tour 
• Work with other community partners and town businesses for logistics of the tour 
• Determine contact person at other partner locations during the tour and communicate 

with them directly as needed 
• Host Travel Trade site visits (tour operators, receptive operators) 
• Works closely with marketing and visitor center for better presence with town, regional 

and state tourism offices as well as other local destinations  
• Identifies and pursues opportunities for re-booking and cross-selling existing events 
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 3. What is BTI's level of experience in this space? There was some discussion asking about 
BTI's knowledge of Sturbridge as they would be that first point of contact; how much does BTI 
know about our community?  
 
Break The Ice Media (BTI) is a destination marketing and PR agency solely focused on the 
tourism and travel industry. OSV is currently a client of BTI.  BTI provides Public Relations and 
Digital Marketing services on a regular and on-going basis. BTI’s process is to become fully 
immersed with any new client or client initiative – to accomplish this they would spend time at 
OSV and within the Sturbridge community, learning the landscape, understanding the partners, 
experiencing restaurants, attractions, accommodations, meeting key local tourism personnel 
and stakeholders. 
 
In addition,  

• BTI works exclusively with tourism clients, and are experts in reaching visitor audiences 
and driving sales.  BTI clients benefit from this deep understanding of the tourism 
industry. By working to drive visitation to clients every single day, the BTI team stays up-
to-date on current trends, understands the companies that make up the Travel Trade 
(domestic and international)  and knows what they are looking for and how to work them. 
This experience and knowledge will be applied while working with Old Sturbridge Village 
and all Sturbridge stakeholders.  

• BTI is the association management company for Travel Alliance Partners , a North 
American company consisting of 28 tour operators. This provides BTI with a 360 degree 
view of the travel trade market understanding the tour operator side of the business and 
what they need from the destinations and attractions they work with. 

• BTI CEO, Nicole Mahoney hosts the weekly podcast, Destination on the Left, 
interviewing tourism professionals from all over the world about creativity and 
collaboration in the industry. 

• BTI team members contribute to the company blog every week. These blogs covering 
topics related to Group Tours may be of interest:  Travel Trade Shows; 10 Ways to 
Become Group Ready; 4 Types of Group Tours; Creating Sample Travel 
Itineraries; International Tourism Trends in the U.S.; Tourism Marketing Collaborative 
Approach; How to Market a Tourism Destination; 4 Components of the Sales Funnell 

• Please see the attached documents for full BTI Proposal including About Us section. 
 
 
4. What efforts are being made to make this messaging to the tour groups impactful and who is 
driving it?  
 
BTI will lead this effort.  BTI will create, in collaboration with OSV: 

o Profile sheet highlighting OSV and the Sturbridge community 
o Sample itineraries 
o Customized itineraries – at the request of tour operators 
o eNewlsletters to keep the travel trade up to date on new offers from Sturbridge 

and keep the destination top of mind 
• When the program kicks off, a group tour workshop will be hosted at OSV to engage the 

stakeholders from the community that are interested in learning about and working with 
the group travel market. The workshop will serve as a foundation for starting to create 
and solidify itineraries and partnerships that can be marketed to the travel trade. 
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In addition, BTI has a 4-level lead generation strategy (see proposal for full Sales Plan): 
• Existing Lead Lists:  Continue development and follow through of OSV’s existing lead 

lists of group tour operators. Those lead lists will be targeted through direct mail, 
personal phone calls, e-mail, in-person meetings, and site visits.  

• Tourism Industry leads: Follow up on leads generated through the tourism industry 
including Discover New England, Brand USA and regional organizations. 

• Attend Travel Trade Shows: Attending American Bus Associations annual Marketplace 
will provide OSV the opportunity for one on one meetings with tour operators as well as 
additional contacts through general show networking and the ABA database.  

• Site Visits:  Host site visits for well-qualified leads.  
  
 
5. What progress has been made for seeking support from other potential partners with this 
project (MOTT, individual destinations, other Sturbridge businesses, etc.)? 
 
OSV is always exploring relationships with other entities, however, none is as dedicated to the 
success of the businesses in Sturbridge than the STA.  
 
We have an extremely close relationship with Discover Central Mass (DCM) and work with 
Stephanie Ramey throughout the year on various promotions. We have shared this program 
with her, and while she was open to the idea of partnering on the ABA show in January, DCM 
has not received their funding commitment from MOTT yet, and it is unclear if they would have 
funds to participate. Further, whenever we do partner with DCM, it is often for the benefit of the 
whole region, not just Sturbridge.  
 
We believe we have an extremely desirable area with a rich selection of attractions, activities, 
entertainment, and more, and therefore we believe Sturbridge deserves its own concerted effort 
in this area.  
 
Please see question #1 for our exploration of other funding.  
 
Regarding partners within the Sturbridge business community, we would want to engage them 
to participate, but don’t feel we would get the investment needed to run the proper program. 
Perhaps once we have some success behind the program, we could follow up with the 
community partners to ask for investment for future touring efforts.  
 
To facilitate participation, we would plan to host a Tour 101 Workshop with all the interested 
town businesses and organizations. The workshop would include experts from BTI as well as 
Travel Agency contacts to discuss some of the best practices and current trends in the tourism 
industry. This would provide knowledge and training for local businesses as well as create an 
avenue to foster relationships vital to developing area tours. It is a great opportunity for the town 
tourism trade to pull together and Old Sturbridge Village is happy to facilitate this effort.  
 
  
 
 
6. Could you provide a sample itinerary that might be shown to tour groups to encourage them 
to make Sturbridge a stop?  
Answer: 
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While it is too early in the process to provide an actual ready for market itinerary, we have 
developed several example themed itineraries.  
 

• Here are several ideas:  
o Foodie 
o Craft Beverages 
o Antique Tours 
o Mystery Tours 

• In addition, please see the attached documents BTI has developed in other regions.  
o Cayuga Ithaca Itinerary, 
o  Mystery Itinerary 
o Taste of Finger Lakes Sweet Treat Trail Itinerary 
o Ultimate Finger Lakes Wine Dine Tour 
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FROLICKING IN THE FINGER LAKES
Spend a few days frolicking in the heart of the Finger Lakes Region of New York 
State. Discover locavore inspired restaurants and historic and cultural sites that 
are second to none. Explore hidden waterfalls, unique views and unexpected 
beauty.  Many treasures await your arrival in Cayuga County and Ithaca.   

DAY 1- Auburn 

Start your adventure with u-pick strawberries at 
Strawberry Fields Hydroponic Farm. Strawberries 
grow from May through October in special containers up 
off the ground, making them easy to pick. Browse their 
market for homemade jams, salad dressings and their 
own 'Strawberry Blossom Delight' honey. 

Head over to Lake House Gifts and discover the perfect piece to bring the beauty of the Finger Lakes into 
your home. From finely crafted furniture and artwork, to local honey and unique gifts, there’s something 
for everyone. 

Savor lunch and drinks at Highland Park Golf Course Restaurant.  Located on one of the highest 
elevations in Cayuga County, Highland Park Golf Course has a full-service restaurant and bar that offers a 
large variety of great American fare and where Finger Lakes wines and beers are always on the menu. 
Enjoy the magnificent scenery from inside or while sitting on the outdoor wrap-around deck. 

Enjoy a treat and a tour of The Apple Station.  This family owned and operated winery includes an apple 
orchard, store and winery.  Apples can be picked or purchased in the store along with ciders, donuts, NYS 
cheeses, and other local fares.  The winery features apple, fruit blends and several grape wines.  Visitors 
enjoy the feeling of stepping back in time to an old country store and filling station. 

Before dinner, stroll the Auburn Public Art Trail, Mosaics, Murals, and more. This walking tour winds 
through downtown Auburn showcasing over a dozen public art pieces, which include signature mosaics, 
murals, and sculptures. This highly visible and fully accessible trail highlights the talents of local artists
and tells the stories behind the work and the artists who created them.  A print map, as well as a GPS- 
enabled online map will guide visitors through this impressive visual journey. The trail puts local artists 
and their work "on the map" and is a group experience that should not be missed. 

In the evening, dine at Curley’s Restaurant.  A classic neighborhood kitchen plying American & Italian 
standards to their many signature dishes. Good friends have been getting together at Curley’s Restaurant 
since 1934 to share great times and relax over delicious food.  
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Start your morning at New Hope Mills.   The quality of New Hope Mills products has made their pancake 
mixes the #1 pancake flour in Central NY!  Visit the store and café which feature local products such as 
maple syrup, honey, jams, jellies, preserves, spreads, baked goods and the famous pancake mix they are 
known for.  With that hometown feel, locals and visitors alike enjoy the tasty goodness of the treats 
available in the café, as well as a shopping experience that will bring you back in time. 

Next stop is the Willard Memorial Chapel. Experience the beauty of the only complete and unaltered 
Tiffany chapel known to exist. Enjoy this extremely rare example of the work of Louis C. Tiffany and 
Tiffany Glass and Decoration Co. and enjoy a private organ concert. 

For over 50 years, the Seward House Museum was the home of William Henry Seward (1801-1872),
Governor of New York, United States Senator, Secretary of State to Presidents Lincoln and Johnson, and 
instrumental in the purchase of Alaska. Walking through the home, visitors will be immersed into the 
lives of the Seward family. Their art collection, clothing, books, music and technology are all on display. 
Museum-goers often comment that the house feels like the Seward’s went out for a bit and may return at 
any moment.  Enjoy a guided tour through 17 rooms at this registered National Historic Landmark. 

Stop for a relaxing lunch at Prison City Pub & Brewery.  Relish in the abundant selection of award 
winning, handcrafted beers brewed on premise by their Brewmaster.  Enjoy their elevated pub food 
spotlighting farm-to-table cuisine. Come in and encounter this laid back, high quality, rustic 
establishment where their historic charm is part of the experience. 

At the Harriet Tubman National Historical Park, get a 
glimpse of the Underground Railroad and Harriet Tubman, 
“The Moses of Her People.” She settled in Auburn after the Civil 
War and operated this home for aged and indigent blacks. As a 
conductor on the Underground Railroad a network of 
abolitionists that helped slaves escape to freedom she made a 
dozen trips south over a period of 11 years. Tubman died in 
1913 at her South Street property, and is buried at Fort Hill 
Cemetery in Auburn. 

This evening, modern gastropub Oak & Vine at Springside, 
offers dinner with a view. Sip a drink on the terrace and try an 
array of American cuisine featuring locally sourced products. 

After dinner, experience Broadway style musical theater at the 
Merry-Go-Round Playhouse located in Emerson Park on the 
shores of Owasco Lake. 

DAY 2- Auburn 
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DAY 3- Aurora/ Ithaca  

Start the day on a quest for the perfect piece at 
MacKenzie-Childs. Known for whimsical hand 
decorated ceramic tableware and home furnishings, 
tour the restored Victorian Farmhouse overlooking 
Cayuga Lake, watch a video of the production 
process at the Visitor Center, browse through the 
retail shop and enjoy the country gardens. 

Next stop is Treleaven by King Ferry Winery, a 
small farm winery known for award winning 
Treleaven wines, including Riesling, 
Gewurztraminer, Pinot Noir, and Meritage aged in 
French and Bavarian oak barrels. 

Head into Ithaca for lunch.  Enjoy some time on
your own for a unique dining and shopping 
experience on the Downtown Ithaca Commons, 
one of the few surviving pedestrian malls left in the 
U.S.  Experience the centerpiece of a Nationally 
Registered Historic District as you browse the area’s 
most diverse shopping and eclectic dining, from 
upscale bistros to casual cafes. 

Next, head over to Six Mile Creek Vineyard, 
Ithaca’s very own winery. The property boasts a 
hilltop tasting room overlooking a picturesque pond 
and vineyards. After sampling their array of wines, 
be sure to sip some of their spirits made exclusively 
from wine grapes. 

The sound of the roaring waters of Buttermilk Falls will captivate you as it descends in a series of 
plunging cascades and rapids that converge into a beautiful basin. 

End your day at one of Ithaca’s fabulous restaurants.  Groups can enjoy the scenic lakeside setting while 
dining at the casual Boatyard Grill or enjoy the private room at Joe’s, the casual kitchen dishing up 
classic Italian fare since the '30s. 
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FROLICKING IN THE FINGER LAKES

In the morning, take in a sight that’s uniquely and classically Ithaca- a 150 ft. waterfall in the heart of
downtown. Ithaca Falls is one of the region’s mightiest falls, and a perfect stop for a photo. 

Tour the extensive gardens and arboretum of the Cornell Botanic Gardens.  Experience 35-acres, 
featuring 12 specialty gardens with living displays of botanical diversity on your own or with a guide.  Be 
sure to save time for the gift shop at the Nevins Welcome Center, full of nature inspired treasures. 

Next, visit the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art. Located on the Cornell University campus, the
museum’s 5th floor showcases a breath-taking panoramic view of Ithaca and Cayuga Lake and offers a 
collection spanning six millennia and encompassing most world cultures. 

Driving along the west shore of Cayuga Lake, the Cayuga Lake Wine Trail is the nation’s first organized 
wine trail.  For a delicious lunch featuring local ingredients from area farms, dine at Knapp Winery 
Restaurant which overlooks the trellis of grapevines on the estate vineyard. Follow up the meal with a 
wine tasting in their barrel-lined tasting room. 

Meet the “kids” at Lively Run Dairy, one of the longest operating commercial goat dairies in the country. 
 Meet the curious goats and see where they live, learn how high-quality goat cheese is made, and then 
have a tasting from their cozy gift shop. 

Visit the expansive tasting room of Finger Lakes Cider House, the hub of the hard cider renaissance, 
located on a sprawling organic farm. Enjoy the artisan ciders of five local producers, each dedicated to 
creating distinct, complex ciders from farm-based orchards. 

Enjoy a scenic ride through the countryside with a stop at one of 
the most outstanding views in the region.  At 215 ft., the 
cascading Taughannock Falls is three stories taller than 
Niagara Falls. Take time for pictures at the Taughannock Falls 
Overlook, check out the new Visitors Center and gift shop and 
marvel at how the steep-walled gorge formation was carved by
ice, thousands of years ago. 

Enjoy dinner at ZaZa’s Cucina. Elegantly designed with a 
modern flair, ZaZa’s offers groups contemporary Italian cuisine. 

Leave room for dessert! Serving ample portions of original 
recipe, small batch ice cream, grab a scoop at local favorite, 
Purity Ice Cream.  Ithaca is the birthplace of the ice cream 
sundae- dating all the way back to 1892.  

DAY 4- Ithaca 
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For questions and bookings please contact: 

Rhonda Vaccaro 
Meetings & Group Sales 
groups@tourcayuga.com 
585-287-8838

Sarah Imes 
Group Tourism Manager 
sarah@visitithaca.com 
607-272-1313
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MYSTERY TOUR  

DAY 1 

Set in the heart of the Finger Lakes, Cayuga County is home to a bounty of great food, wine, and history. 
Spend a few days exploring the food and wine scene, and you'll see why "History's Hometown" is a favorite 
destination for all. 

Start your walk through American History at the Willard Memorial Chapel. Experience the beauty of the only 
complete and unaltered Tiffany chapel known to exist. Enjoy this extremely rare example of the work of Louis C. 
Tiffany and Tiffany Glass and Decoration Co. and enjoy a private organ concert. 

For over 50 years, the Seward House Museum was the home of William Henry Seward (1801-1872), Governor of 
New York, United States Senator, Secretary of State to Presidents Lincoln and Johnson, and instrumental in the 
purchase of Alaska. Enjoy a guided tour through 17 rooms at this registered National Historic Landmark. 

Enjoy lunch at Highland Park Golf Course Restaurant.  Located on one of the highest elevations in Cayuga 
County, Highland Park Golf Course has a full-service restaurant and bar that offers a large variety of great 
American fare and, of course, Finger Lakes wines and beers are always on the menu.  

After lunch, make a stop at the Harriet Tubman 
National Historical Park, for a glimpse of the 
Underground Railroad. Harriet Tubman was known 
as “The Moses Of Her People.” She settled in Auburn 
after the Civil War and operated this home for aged 
and indigent blacks. As a conductor on the 
Underground Railroad, a network of abolitionists 
that helped slaves escape to freedom, she made a 
dozen trips south over a period of 11 years. 
Tubman died in 1913 at her South Street property, 
and is buried at Fort Hill Cemetery. 

Rhonda Vaccaro|Group Tour & Meeting Sales | 585-287-8838 | groups@tourcayuga.com

For dinner, head off to Oak & Vine at Springside 
Inn, a modern gastropub for dinner with a view. 
Sip a drink on the terrace and try an array of 
American cuisine featuring locally sourced 
products. 

After dinner, experience Broadway style musical 
theater at the Merry-Go-Round Playhouse located 
in Emerson Park on the shores of Owasco Lake. 

For a unique spin on wine, stop by The Apple Station. Known for many years as a great place to pick and buy 
apples, The Apple Station now produces and features apple, grape and blended fruit wines. 
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MYSTERY TOUR
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DAY 2 
Start the day at New Hope Mills. The quality of New Hope Mills products has made their pancake mixes the #1 
pancake flour in central NY!  Visit the store and café which features local products such as maple syrup, honey, 
baked goods and the famous pancake mix that they are known for.  A shopping experience that will bring you 
back in time. 

Embark on a quest for the perfect wine glasses at MacKenzie-Childs. Tour the restored Victorian Farmhouse 
overlooking Cayuga Lake, and see the beautiful hand decorated ceramic tableware and home furnishings. 
Watch a video of the production process at the Visitor Center, browse through the retail shop and enjoy the 
country gardens. 

Next visit the quaint Village of Aurora for shopping in its unique stores. Be sure to stop into Bet the Farm 
Winery & Gourmet Market, a charming, specialty shop featuring their own wines, plus a quality selection of 
other Finger Lakes wines and gourmet foods from the region.  Take advantage of lunch on your own and 
explore the dining options of this nostalgically attractive small town. 

After lunch, stop at Treleaven by King Ferry Winery, a small farm winery known for award winning 
Treleaven wines, including Riesling, Gewurztraminer, Pinot Noir, and Meritage aged in French and Bavarian 
oak barrels. 

Next stop is Montezuma Winery.  Offering a wide selection of award winning wines, with choices ranging from 
dry to sweet, each wine, a unique medley of fruit, grape, and honey has something to delight every palate. 

Next stop is Izzo's White Barn Winery; set on 14 acres of old farmland blessed with its own pond fondly named 
'Lake Lorraine' after the co-owner Lorraine Izzo. Enjoy their signature 'White Barn' wines as well as traditional 
Pinot Noir and Cabernet Franc. 

End the day with dinner at Prison City Pub & Brewery.  Relish in the abundant selection of award winning, 
handcrafted beers brewed on premise by their Brewmaster.  Enjoy their elevated pub food which focuses on 
farm-to-table cuisine. Come in and encounter this laid back, high quality, rustic establishment where their 
historic charm is part of the experience. 

Head over to Long Point Winery. Overlooking the 
lake, the awe-inspiring views take a back stage only to 
the medium to full-bodied wines you experience in the
tasting room. Long Point is also home to Amelia's Deli. 
If you chose not to have lunch in the Village of Aurora, 
you can enjoy homemade boxed lunches at this 
location, which can be made ahead of time or during 
tastings. Lunch and the picturesque landscape can be 
savored at the many picnic tables outside, or down the 
road at Long Point State Park.    
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TASTE OF THE FINGER LAKES 
SWEET TREAT TRAIL 
Cayuga County's culinary selections are many and varied, thanks to the County's rich, agricultural 
resources. From roadside farm stands to working farms to traditional locavore inspired restaurants, 
you'll find a full array of foodie options. 

DAY 1 

Rhonda Vaccaro|Group Tour & Meeting Sales | 585-287-8838 | groups@tourcayuga.com

Begin your adventure at New Hope Mills. The quality of 
New Hope Mills products has made their pancake mixes 
the #1 pancake flour in central NY!  Visit the store and café 
which features local products such as maple syrup, honey, 
jams, jellies, preserves, spreads, baked goods and the
famous pancake mix they are known for.  With that 
hometown feel, locals and visitors alike enjoy the tasty 
goodness of the treats available in the café, as well as a 
shopping experience that will bring you back in time. 
Next, stop at Izzo's White Barn Winery; set on 14 acres of  
farmland blessed with its own pond fondly named 'Lake Lorraine' after the co-owner Lorraine Izzo. 
Enjoy their signature 'White Barn' wines as well as traditional Pinot Noir and Cabernet Franc.  

Have lunch at the Refinery. This recently renovated restaurant offers locally sourced produce and meats 
that are transformed into refined, modern fare. Sip on one of their carefully crafted cocktails, locally 
sourced wine and craft beer or enjoy a classic favorite. Their menu items have been inspired by using 
classic ingredients and recipes with a twist to make them unique and unlike anything you may have had 
before. 

After lunch, pick strawberries at Strawberry Fields Hydroponic Farm. Strawberries grow 
from May through October in special containers up off the ground, making them 
easy to pick. When you're finished, browse their market for homemade jams, salad dressings and their 
own 'Strawberry Blossom Delight' honey. 

Head over to Lake House Gifts to discover the perfect piece 
to bring the beauty of the Finger Lakes into your home. 
From finely crafted furniture and artwork, to local honey 
and unique gifts, there’s something for everyone. 

Stop for dinner at the Springside Inn. Their restaurant, Oak 
& Vine, is a modern Gastropub offering an array of American 
cuisine featuring locally grown products. Enjoy their 
seasonal menu with family style dining. 
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TASTE OF THE FINGER LAKES 
SWEET TREAT TRAIL 
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DAY 2 

Start the day at The Apple Station, a family owned business that specializes in growing apples and blueberries. 
NYS produced jams, jellies, honey, maple syrup, maple candy, and maple cream are all available in addition to 
their own sweet cider, baked apple cider donuts and fruit wines. 

Halfway down Cayuga Lake, stop in Aurora, one of the most charming villages in the Finger Lakes. This 
walkable village offers waterfront appeal and a laid-back grace of yesteryear. Small boutiques, shops, fine 
restaurants, and historic sites line its Main Street including Bet the Farm Winery & Gourmet Market, a 
delightful specialty shop featuring their own wines, plus a quality selection of other Finger Lakes wines and 
gourmet foods from the region. 

Next stop is Owen Orchards, a down-home, old-fashioned farm.  With 15 U-Pick apple varieties  to choose 
from, you can wander the orchard at your own pace and pick apples at your leisure. The Owen Orchards store 
is reminiscent of a classic farmer’s market! You’ll find fresh apples, homemade pies, fresh pressed apple cider, 
apple cider donuts, and an assortment of locally grown and produced vegetables, condiments, cheeses, and 
preserves. 

Finish your day by relaxing at the Prison City Pub & Brewery.  Relish in the abundant selection of award 
winning, handcrafted beers brewed on premise by their Brewmaster. Compliment your selected beverage by 
pairing it with their elevated pub food which focuses on farm-to-table cuisine. They also offer an extensive 
beer, wine, and cocktail list in addition to their house made beers. Come in and enjoy a laid back, high quality, 
industrial, rustic establishment where everything is being made before your eyes. 

Head over to Long Point Winery. Overlooking the lake, the awe- 
inspiring views take a back stage only to the medium to full- 
bodied vinifera wines you experience in the tasting room.  Long 
Point is also home to Amelia's Deli. Enjoy homemade boxed 
lunches, which can be made ahead of time or during tastings. 
Lunch and the picturesque landscape can be savored at the many
picnic tables outside, or down the road at Long Point State Park.   
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ULTIMATE FINGER LAKES 
WINE & DINE TOUR 
Set in the heart of the Finger Lakes, Cayuga County is no exception to the presence of wine and great 
culinary bounty. Enjoy a day of experiencing quality wines made by quality people, who you’re sure 
to meet along the way. 

DAY 1 

Start the day on a quest for the perfect wine glasses at MacKenzie-Childs. Tour the restored Victorian 
Farmhouse overlooking Cayuga Lake, and see the beautiful hand decorated ceramic tableware and home 
furnishings. Watch a video of the production process at the Visitor Center, browse through the retail shop and 
enjoy the country gardens. 

Next visit the quaint Village of Aurora for shopping in its unique stores. Be sure to stop into Bet the Farm 
Winery & Gourmet Market, a charming, specialty shop featuring their own wines, plus a quality selection of 
other Finger Lakes wines and gourmet foods from the region.  Take advantage of lunch on your own and explore 
the dining options of this nostalgically attractive small town. 

Rhonda Vaccaro|Group Tour & Meeting Sales | 585-287-8838 | groups@tourcayuga.com

Head over to Long Point Winery. Overlooking the 
lake, the awe-inspiring views take a back stage only to 
the medium to full-bodied wines you experience in the
tasting room. Long Point is also home to Amelia's Deli. 
If you chose not to have lunch in the Village of Aurora, 
you can enjoy homemade boxed lunches at this 
location, which can be made ahead of time or during 
tastings. Lunch and the picturesque landscape can be 
savored at the many picnic tables outside, or down the 
road at Long Point State Park.    

After lunch, head over to Treleaven by King Ferry Winery, a small farm winery known for award winning 
Treleaven wines, including Riesling, Gewurztraminer, Pinot Noir, and Meritage aged in French and Bavarian 
oak barrels. 

Before dinner enjoy some drinks and good times while taking in 
historic downtown Auburn, at Prison City Pub & Brewery. Then 
head off to Oak & Vine at Springside, a modern gastropub for 
dinner with a view. Sip a drink on the terrace and try an array of 
American cuisine featuring locally sourced products. 

After dinner, experience Broadway style musical theater at the 
Merry-Go-Round Playhouse located in Emerson Park on the 
shores of Owasco Lake. 
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ULTIMATE FINGER LAKES 
WINE & DINE TOUR  
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DAY 2 

Start the day at Montezuma Winery.   Offering a wide selection of award winning wines, with choices ranging 
from dry to sweet, each wine, a unique medley of fruit, grape, and honey has something to delight every palate. 
Be sure to browse the gift shop featuring an array of wine accessories, locally made gourmet foods, home décor, 
clothing, gift baskets and homemade fudge, you are sure to find the perfect gift or souvenir.

Next stop is Izzo's White Barn Winery; set on 14 
acres of old farmland blessed with its own pond 
fondly named 'Lake Lorraine' after the co-owner 
Lorraine Izzo. Enjoy their signature 'White Barn' 
wines as well as traditional Pinot Noir and Cabernet 
Franc. 

Enjoy lunch at the Refinery. This recently renovated 
restaurant offers locally sourced produce and meats 
that are transformed into refined, modern fare. Sip 
on one of their carefully crafted cocktails, locally 
sourced wine and craft beer or enjoy a classic 
favorite. Their menu items have been inspired by 
using standard ingredients and recipes with a twist 
to make them unique and unlike anything you may 
have had before. 

For a unique spin on wine, stop at The Apple Station. Known for many years as a great place to pick and buy 
apples, The Apple Station now produces and features apple, grape and blended fruit wines. 

Finish your tour with dinner and drinks at Highland Park Golf Course Restaurant.  Located on one of the 
highest elevations in Cayuga County, Highland Park Golf Course has a full-service restaurant and bar that offers 
a large variety of great American fare and, of course, Finger Lakes wines and beers are always on the menu. 
 Enjoy the magnificent scenery either inside or outside, while sitting on the wrap-around deck. 
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Sturbridge Tourist Association - Funding Application

This is the funding application for the Sturbridge Tourist Association. Please answer each section completely and 
with as much detail as possible. 

Questions can be directed to the Economic Development and Tourism Coordinator at (508) 347-2500 ext. 1411. 

Email address *

ctieri@osv.org

Christine Tieri

Old Sturbridge Village

For pro�t

Nonpro�t

Government

Private citizen / volunteers

Other:

Name

Organization

Please identify what type of organization you represent
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5083977312

I have read and agree to follow the STA funding request policy.

I acknowledge and understand the above statement.

Funding Information

In this section you will detail your monetary request from the STA and explain how your project will support 
tourism in Sturbridge. 

Phone Number

Before continuing please read and review the STA's Funding Request Policy
(found here:
https://www.town.sturbridge.ma.us/sites/sturbridgema/�les/uploads/sta_f
unding_policy-_09132018.pdf) and then click the box con�rming you have
read and agree to said policy. *

The STA receives funding requests from numerous applicants and has
limited funding. As such your request may or may not be allocated in full or
in part. The STA will make that determination based on their funding
policies (see above) and available funding. Please check below indicating
that you understand that this is a possibility and that funding may or may
not be allocated for your application. *
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Old Sturbridge Village – and Sturbridge itself – had once been a highly desired destination for 
bus tour groups. The travel trade has not been as prevalent in years past due to numerous 
reasons including the recession, lack of universal effort from Sturbridge 
businesses/destinations, and for Old Sturbridge Village in particular, we haven't had a 
designated position to promote groups in many years. We have learned that the travel trade 
has rebounded in recent years, but without dedicated promotion, we have fallen off the radar of 
the tour group operators.   
 
Old Sturbridge Village would greatly bene�t by bringing tour groups back to the forefront, and 
we believe the town would bene�t as well. We have learned: 
1) Tour group operators are looking for an attraction that is also a destination and offers a 
diverse set of experiences and amenities which meet the needs and desires of almost any 
traveler. Old Sturbridge Village offers the museum, can provide dining to large groups as well 
as lodging. Further, very large groups may need additional options for dining and lodging which 
Sturbridge has plenty of. 
2) Sturbridge is positioned perfectly for easy access and proximity to major international 
gateway cities including NYC and Boston. 
3) We are located within the popular New England region and Old Sturbridge Village is a great 
stop along a larger route offering a dining experience, a full day of exploration and historical 
education, or an overnight where additional sites and regional experiences can be found.   
4) Earlier this year, Old Sturbridge Village conducted an attitudinal research study on our 
audience. We found that 1/4 of the people engaging with Old Sturbridge Village were "Guide 
Groupies" as we call them. They are highly motivated and prefer to take part in guided tours of 
any destination. This is a group who is de�ned by seeking out group tours for their leisure time, 
and would likely be the same audience that can be found through tour operators.  
 
The goal of this project, which we are calling The Travel Trade Sales & Marketing Program, are 
as follows: 
• Provide a focused and strategic approach to increasing group tours revenue  
• Build and expand on existing relationships with group tours operators and receptive 
prospective operators 
• Attract and increase both domestic and international group tours to Old Sturbridge Village 
• Work in partnership with the STA as well as local state and tourism o�ces 
• Align with other New England tourism destinations to attract groups as part of regional 
itinerary 
• Identify opportunities to cross sell services (museum admission, food and beverage, lodging 
and shopping); as well as with other area businesses for additional revenue-generating 

Please provide a detailed explanation of why you are seeking funding from
the STA?
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activities 
 
Finally, our target market for this project would be: 
• Tour Operators located within a 10 hour drive radius who travel in and around New England 
for day trips and multi day trips. 
• Geographic locations: New York State; New Hampshire; Vermont; Connecticut; Rhode Island; 
Maine; Maryland; Ohio; Pennsylvania and Canada 
• We will also be pitching operators who particularly cater to: History Buffs, Hands-on 
Explorers, and Family Focusers* 
 
*Along with "Guide Groupies" our research identi�ed three other strong attitudinal groups that 
are motivated to engage with Old Sturbridge Village, and we can pitch that messaging to tour 
group operators.  

$25,000

Funding amount requested *
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This is a 3-part program that we will partner on with Break The Ice Media (BTI), who is the 
current marketing, media and PR agency for Old Sturbridge Village. BTI's sole focus is on 
destination marketing and they have a dedicated team speci�cally for the travel trade sector. 
They will provide a much-needed sales arm for lead generation, partnership development, 
tracking and reporting and closing sales.  
1) Sales & Marketing Lead Generation (handled by BTI)  
2) Tour Implementation and Coordination (handled by OSV) 
3) Attendance at ABA (American Bus Association) Marketplace to secure one-on-one meetings 
with tour operators (handled by BTI) 
 
PROGRAM DETAILS: 
1) Sales & Marketing Lead Generation Strategy (handled byBTI) 
This is a 9-month commitment ideally starting in September 2019-May2020 
 
1a) Relationship Building: Compile a list of contacts who have visited Old Sturbridge Village in 
the past. Identify opportunities to reach out to this audience through direct mail, email 
newsletter or individual outreach. Invite them back to the museum for a site visit, touting new 
offerings and current opportunities. 
 
1b) Identify Lead Generation Sources: This includes attendance at American Bus Associations 
Marketplace in January 2020 (see #3) , individual outreach and hosting of one off tour 
operator/group travel leader tours, and/or editorial opportunities in group focused publications 
(Group Travel Leader, Group Tour Magazine, etc.) This part o the program will also include 
pursuing: 
>>Existing Lead Lists : Continue development and follow through of OSV’s existing lead lists of 
group tour operators. Those lead 
lists will be targeted through direct mail, personal phone calls, e mail, in person meetings, and 
site visits. 
>>Tourism Industry leads : Follow up on leads generated through the tourism industry 
including Discover New England, Brand 
USA and regional organizations 
>>Site Visits: Host site visits for well quali�ed leads. (Goal to host minimum of 1-2 site visits 
with receptive operators in 2020) 
>> Prospecting: Place a minimum of 25 individual cold/warm sales touches per month with 
potential group and travel trade prospects. A touch is a point of contact with a prospect. It 
could be an in person meeting, phone call, email or direct mailing. Also includes full account 

Provide a detailed explanation of what your funding will be spent on. Be
speci�c. Generalizations like "marketing" or "entertainment" are not
acceptable. *
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service, benchmark and measurement, sales cycle follow through, monthly reporting. 
 
1c) Develop Print/Online Collateral: Create collateral that supports OSV’s group tour goals and 
speaks to the different types of groups that can visit the museum. Consider the differences 
between student groups and/or senior groups, for example, and what type of experiences each 
would be looking for. Have collateral available in print/PDF form and online via the OSV 
website. 
Some of this information is on the OSV website currently but needs to be expanded in order to 
appeal to a wider range of groups. Types of collateral may include: eNewsletter, one-page sell 
sheet, trade show signage or materials. Collateral will also include information about the town 
of Sturbridge and its variety of assets (shopping, dining, trails, etc.) to promote the ability for 
the tour operator to book additional activities in the area. 
 
2) Tour Implementation and Coordination (handled by OSV) 
Old Sturbridge Village is prepared to employ an individual who will serve as our "boots on the 
ground." This position will collaborate with BTI during the sales nurturing process to provide 
appropriate packages and pricing for the various offerings at Old Sturbridge Village (museum 
admission, special programming, dining and/or lodging). Additionally, our implementation 
coordinator will provide on-site tours as needed. Once the sale is closed, BTI will hand the lead 
to our coordinator, who will handle �nalizing contracts, details, and be the main contact to 
answer any questions the tour group operators may have before or during their visit.  
 
3) Attendance at ABA (American Bus Association) Marketplace to secure one-on-one meetings 
with tour operators (handled by BTI) 
ABA marketplace is the premiere trade show of the travel trade with a focus on networking, 
education and connecting business leads in order for organizations to secure business with 
tour group operators. Taking place each January, this trade show provides OSV the opportunity 
for one-on-one meetings with tour operators as well as additional contacts through general 
show networking and the ABA database. An average of 30 meetings are typically booked per 
organization/tour operator with up to 54 max. (The earlier you sign up, the more bookings you 
can secure). This is also the right place to sell the entire town - when our representative is 
sitting in front of the tour group operator and can have a conversation about the whole area. 
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#1) BTI fees - $20,000; #2) OSV coordinator position $0 (OSV will cover); #3) $5,000 
membership in ABA plus attendance fees and travel expenses to trade show

By bringing bus tours back to the area, it will be another way to increase revenues, in turn, 
helping to sustain our own living history museum keeping it vibrant and relevant for the people 
of the area and our residents who get free admission to The Village.

Estimated based on securing 5 tour groups in 2020 (conservative): Costs per tour group 
(averages based on past history): Museum admission @ discounted = $1000 revenue (no 
tax); Lodging/28 rooms = $2800 revenue ($168 tax – 6%); Dining/1 meal = $1200 revenue 
($75 tax – 6.25%); Additional programming/demonstration per group (if chosen) = $250 
revenue (no tax); Shopping at Village and/or other local businesses (estimated) $1500 
revenue ($93.75 tax);  TOTAL REVENUE PER GROUP: $6750 X 5 GROUPS = $33,750; TOTAL 
TAX PER GROUP: $336.75 X 5 GROUPS = $1683.75 

Provide a COMPLETE budget for your application amount. Be speci�c and
ensure that your totals add up correctly. *

How will this proposal engage with the general public? *

What is the estimated economic impact to Sturbridge? The STA is
particularly interested in the numbers of hotel rooms sold, the tax revenue
collected from those room sales, the number of local businesses utilized
and the guaranteed revenues they received based on agreed upon contracts
(Example 1: 100 room nights at $100/room * 6% sales tax = ~$9,400 for
hotel and ~$600 for Sturbridge; Example 2: $2,000 contract with Sturbridge
restaurant for catering an event). *
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Yes

No

Maybe

Museum Operations

Yes, this entire program is designed to target only "visitors." 

Are you expecting to make any revenues from this project? *

If "Yes" or "Maybe," where will/might those revenues go? *

If this is for an event, please provide the date/times for the event, as well as
its location(s).

If this is for an event, how are you marketing said event? Be speci�c.

Will this project draw visitors to Sturbridge? If so how can you be sure?
Please note, a "visitor" is de�ned by the Massachusetts O�ce of Travel and
Tourism (MOTT) as someone who (A) travels over 50 miles and/or (B) stays
overnight. *
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We are aiming to draw from beyond 50 miles, speci�c regions to include: • New York State; 
New Hampshire; Vermont; Connecticut; Rhode Island; Maine; Maryland; Ohio; Pennsylvania and 
Canada

Pursuing and closing tour group clients has a long lead time, as tour group operators make 
their plans months in advance. With that said, the longer we hold off putting into place a 
program like this one, the longer we postpone getting groups to come to town. Once a program 
like this is in place, it can build off itself. For instance, if a tour group operator has a good 
experience, they will likely do annual (or more!) trips to Sturbridge. Additionally, we will secure 
positive reviews and use that to promote the tours moving forward. This is an initial investment 
in the long-term plan of bringing back tour groups to the Sturbridge area.

Review and Submit

If the project is drawing a majority of its patrons from less than 50
miles/patrons don't stay overnight (i.e. not a "visitor" by MOTT's de�nition),
please explain how it supports Sturbridge. *

Is there anything else that you feel is important for the STA to consider for
your application?
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Additional Requirements

All applicants are required to adhere to the Funding Policy guidelines adopted by the Sturbridge Tourist 
Association. A link to the most recent iteration of the policy is found at the start of this funding application.

Any and all funding is contingent upon the Sturbridge Tourist Association receiving recognition as a sponsor 
of the event in question. Failure to do so is cause for the STA to revoke the applicant’s funding.

Depending upon the size and scale of the event, the STA reserves the right to request additional information 
from the applicant. 

Within sixty (60) days of the conclusion of the project, the STA expects that the applicant shall submit a Post 
Event Evaluation to the Committee summarizing the outcome of said project. 

I have read and agree to adhere to all STA policies and requirements as stated above

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

As grantee for the project as detailed in this application, I certify that these
statements made herein are true and that the funds requested to be
disbursed ful�ll the purpose indicated in the approved application. [If your
application was approved with a condition] I further certify that the
conditions imposed on the project have been met. Furthermore I agree to
adhere to any and all the policies and requirements of the Sturbridge Tourist
Association as stated above and in their Funding Policy guidelines,
acknowledge that failure to adhere to the aforementioned items could
result in the revocation of any and all funding received. *

 Forms
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Sturbridge Tourist Association - Funding Application

This is the funding application for the Sturbridge Tourist Association. Please answer each section completely and 
with as much detail as possible. 

Questions can be directed to the Economic Development and Tourism Coordinator at (508) 347-2500 ext. 1411. 

Email address *

dgalipeau@gatehousemedia.com

Diane Galipeau

Gatehouse New England

For pro�t

Nonpro�t

Government

Private citizen / volunteers

Other:

Name

Organization

Please identify what type of organization you represent
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774.364.0296

I have read and agree to follow the STA funding request policy.

I acknowledge and understand the above statement.

Funding Information

In this section you will detail your monetary request from the STA and explain how your project will support 
tourism in Sturbridge. 

In return of providing Sturbridge Tourist Association a Fall 2019 Digital Campaign 

Phone Number

Before continuing please read and review the STA's Funding Request Policy
(found here:
https://www.town.sturbridge.ma.us/sites/sturbridgema/�les/uploads/sta_f
unding_policy-_09132018.pdf) and then click the box con�rming you have
read and agree to said policy. *

The STA receives funding requests from numerous applicants and has
limited funding. As such your request may or may not be allocated in full or
in part. The STA will make that determination based on their funding
policies (see above) and available funding. Please check below indicating
that you understand that this is a possibility and that funding may or may
not be allocated for your application. *

Please provide a detailed explanation of why you are seeking funding from
the STA?
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$2000

An Online Digital Advertising Campaign providing 50,000 impressions within a mile radius or 
using speci�c zip codes to target your demographics of STA 

$500/month Total Cost = $2000

Within a speci�c mile radius or using speci�c zip codes to target your demographics of STA 
discussed ahead of time prior to campaign going live

Funding amount requested *

Provide a detailed explanation of what your funding will be spent on. Be
speci�c. Generalizations like "marketing" or "entertainment" are not
acceptable. *

Provide a COMPLETE budget for your application amount. Be speci�c and
ensure that your totals add up correctly. *

How will this proposal engage with the general public? *
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50,000 impressions(ads) for an event are seen by 25,000 that attend an event and spend 
$100 in sturbridge, ma (spent on retail/food/event tickets/ etc) that would be s total spent of 
$2,500,000

Yes

No

Maybe

Towards the cost to set up and create 

n/a

What is the estimated economic impact to Sturbridge? The STA is
particularly interested in the numbers of hotel rooms sold, the tax revenue
collected from those room sales, the number of local businesses utilized
and the guaranteed revenues they received based on agreed upon contracts
(Example 1: 100 room nights at $100/room * 6% sales tax = ~$9,400 for
hotel and ~$600 for Sturbridge; Example 2: $2,000 contract with Sturbridge
restaurant for catering an event). *

Are you expecting to make any revenues from this project? *

If "Yes" or "Maybe," where will/might those revenues go? *

If this is for an event, please provide the date/times for the event, as well as
its location(s).
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n/a

We can have the digital ads directed to the STA website of monthly events 

Targeting speci�c audience in and or neighboring towns/states to make sure they see ads and 
have them click to learn more about what is happening in Stubridge and when it is happening

We would like to meet again at your monthly meeting and discuss tactic options if you are 
willing

Review and Submit

If this is for an event, how are you marketing said event? Be speci�c.

Will this project draw visitors to Sturbridge? If so how can you be sure?
Please note, a "visitor" is de�ned by the Massachusetts O�ce of Travel and
Tourism (MOTT) as someone who (A) travels over 50 miles and/or (B) stays
overnight. *

If the project is drawing a majority of its patrons from less than 50
miles/patrons don't stay overnight (i.e. not a "visitor" by MOTT's de�nition),
please explain how it supports Sturbridge. *

Is there anything else that you feel is important for the STA to consider for
your application?
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Additional Requirements

All applicants are required to adhere to the Funding Policy guidelines adopted by the Sturbridge Tourist 
Association. A link to the most recent iteration of the policy is found at the start of this funding application.

Any and all funding is contingent upon the Sturbridge Tourist Association receiving recognition as a sponsor 
of the event in question. Failure to do so is cause for the STA to revoke the applicant’s funding.

Depending upon the size and scale of the event, the STA reserves the right to request additional information 
from the applicant. 

Within sixty (60) days of the conclusion of the project, the STA expects that the applicant shall submit a Post 
Event Evaluation to the Committee summarizing the outcome of said project. 

I have read and agree to adhere to all STA policies and requirements as stated above

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

As grantee for the project as detailed in this application, I certify that these
statements made herein are true and that the funds requested to be
disbursed ful�ll the purpose indicated in the approved application. [If your
application was approved with a condition] I further certify that the
conditions imposed on the project have been met. Furthermore I agree to
adhere to any and all the policies and requirements of the Sturbridge Tourist
Association as stated above and in their Funding Policy guidelines,
acknowledge that failure to adhere to the aforementioned items could
result in the revocation of any and all funding received. *

 Forms
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Sturbridge Tourist Association - Funding Application

This is the funding application for the Sturbridge Tourist Association. Please answer each section completely and 
with as much detail as possible. 

Questions can be directed to the Economic Development and Tourism Coordinator at (508) 347-2500 ext. 1411. 

Email address *

racing69@aol.com

Kevin R. Soucie

Hamilton Rod & Gun Club (HRG)

For pro�t

Nonpro�t

Government

Private citizen / volunteers

Other:

Name

Organization

Please identify what type of organization you represent
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5088646773

I have read and agree to follow the STA funding request policy.

I acknowledge and understand the above statement.

Funding Information

In this section you will detail your monetary request from the STA and explain how your project will support 
tourism in Sturbridge. 

Phone Number

Before continuing please read and review the STA's Funding Request Policy
(found here:
https://www.town.sturbridge.ma.us/sites/sturbridgema/�les/uploads/sta_f
unding_policy-_09132018.pdf) and then click the box con�rming you have
read and agree to said policy. *

The STA receives funding requests from numerous applicants and has
limited funding. As such your request may or may not be allocated in full or
in part. The STA will make that determination based on their funding
policies (see above) and available funding. Please check below indicating
that you understand that this is a possibility and that funding may or may
not be allocated for your application. *
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The Big MOE has become an institution bringing thousands each year to Sturbridge for this 
one day "Free" event to expose families and young people to a wide variety of outdoor 
activities.  Over the last two years obtaining insurance for this event has become a sticking 
point.  It used to be that we could run 2 years of events with one rider at a cost of $2500.  This 
practice was disallowed and last year we were required to purchase insurance (competitively 
bid) for $5467.00.   For what is a "free" event to the participants the cost of insurance resulted 
in a operating lost in 2017.   We have enjoyed support from a number of sponsors, however 
without additional support changes in what is offered or additional sponsors will be needed.

$5467.00

The full amount of the request will be spent on the insurance for the event.

$5467.00 event insurance

Please provide a detailed explanation of why you are seeking funding from
the STA?

Funding amount requested *

Provide a detailed explanation of what your funding will be spent on. Be
speci�c. Generalizations like "marketing" or "entertainment" are not
acceptable. *

Provide a COMPLETE budget for your application amount. Be speci�c and
ensure that your totals add up correctly. *
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On a cold rainy day in September 5 years ago more than 2500 attended this event.  On a  
beautiful Fall day the next year over 6000 visitors came to HRG Club.  Because of the change in 
insurance rider requirements we now require a signed release allowing for an accurate count 
of attendance.  Parking is at Galileo Drive where visitors are afforded the opportunity to obtain 
services along the Route 20 corridor before or after the event.  HRG has averaged paying 
$3800 yearly in meals taxes alone over the last 5 years related to the events hosted by the 
Club.  This event is the Club's "give back" where we enjoy hosting other events bringing other 
groups to Sturbridge.  Each year we host a Car Show in �rst week of August.  Reinhardt Archery 
in June.  The Italian Motor Cycle Club bringing thousands more to Town �lling hotel beds and 
enjoying local services.

On average, between 3500-6000 visitors will attend the event.  Many of these visitors will be 
staying at local hotels and dining at the many restaurants that the town of Sturbridge has to 
offer.  Many retail stores in the area will also bene�t from the in�ux of visitors to the town for 
this event.

Yes

No

Maybe

How will this proposal engage with the general public? *

What is the estimated economic impact to Sturbridge? The STA is
particularly interested in the numbers of hotel rooms sold, the tax revenue
collected from those room sales, the number of local businesses utilized
and the guaranteed revenues they received based on agreed upon contracts
(Example 1: 100 room nights at $100/room * 6% sales tax = ~$9,400 for
hotel and ~$600 for Sturbridge; Example 2: $2,000 contract with Sturbridge
restaurant for catering an event). *

Are you expecting to make any revenues from this project? *
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N/A

Hamilton Rod & Gun Club 9/22/19 All Day

Yes, major advertising has begun in July.  At a State level the event will be promoted by Fish 
and Wildlife, FAWNS, Sportsman Clubs throughout the State promote.  Hard-copy �iers are 
distributed beginning in July, providing the opportunity for sponsorship.  Since this is a yearly 
event it has become an annual event attended by scout groups including a troop from the 
Cape.

Yes.  From past years, visitors have joined us from all over New England.

Patrons are drawn to the event from both locally and all over New England. Restaurants, gas 
stations, retail stores will all bene�t from the in�ux of patrons drawn to the event.

If "Yes" or "Maybe," where will/might those revenues go? *

If this is for an event, please provide the date/times for the event, as well as
its location(s).

If this is for an event, how are you marketing said event? Be speci�c.

Will this project draw visitors to Sturbridge? If so how can you be sure?
Please note, a "visitor" is de�ned by the Massachusetts O�ce of Travel and
Tourism (MOTT) as someone who (A) travels over 50 miles and/or (B) stays
overnight. *

If the project is drawing a majority of its patrons from less than 50
miles/patrons don't stay overnight (i.e. not a "visitor" by MOTT's de�nition),
please explain how it supports Sturbridge. *
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This is a fun �lled family event enjoyed by both young and old.  We feel this event is 
instrumental for the youth to enjoy the outdoors and experience many opportunities such as 
�shing, biking, kayaking, archery or just simply to enjoy the outdoors.

Review and Submit

Additional Requirements

All applicants are required to adhere to the Funding Policy guidelines adopted by the Sturbridge Tourist 
Association. A link to the most recent iteration of the policy is found at the start of this funding application.

Any and all funding is contingent upon the Sturbridge Tourist Association receiving recognition as a sponsor 
of the event in question. Failure to do so is cause for the STA to revoke the applicant’s funding.

Depending upon the size and scale of the event, the STA reserves the right to request additional information 
from the applicant. 

Within sixty (60) days of the conclusion of the project, the STA expects that the applicant shall submit a Post 
Event Evaluation to the Committee summarizing the outcome of said project. 

Is there anything else that you feel is important for the STA to consider for
your application?
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I have read and agree to adhere to all STA policies and requirements as stated above

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

As grantee for the project as detailed in this application, I certify that these
statements made herein are true and that the funds requested to be
disbursed ful�ll the purpose indicated in the approved application. [If your
application was approved with a condition] I further certify that the
conditions imposed on the project have been met. Furthermore I agree to
adhere to any and all the policies and requirements of the Sturbridge Tourist
Association as stated above and in their Funding Policy guidelines,
acknowledge that failure to adhere to the aforementioned items could
result in the revocation of any and all funding received. *

 Forms
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STA - RFP Comparative Evaluation Criteria 

Highly 
Advan. Advan. Not 

Advan.
Highly 
Advan. Advan. Not 

Advan.
Highly 
Advan. Advan. Not 

Advan.
Highly 
Advan. Advan. Not 

Advan.
2pts 1pt 0ps 2pts 1pt 0ps 2pts 1pt 0ps 2pts 1pt 0ps

Proposed Methodology Social Media Research Capabilities Price

Vendor Total 
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Sturbridge Tourist Association  
A Committee of the Town of Sturbridge  

 

Proposal Submittal Deadline and Submittal Address (mailing or hand delivery):  

14 August 2019, by 12:00 pm 
 
Town of Sturbridge 
Attn: Kevin Filchak, M.P.A.  
301 Main Street  
Sturbridge, MA 01566 

Sturbridge Tourist Association – Initial Review of Technical Proposals  

 Week of 14 August 2019  

Sturbridge Tourist Association – Ranking of Technical Proposals and Review of Price Proposals  

Week of 28 August 2019 

Sturbridge Tourist Association – Vote Selecting Proposal  

 Week of 28 August 2019 

Anticipated Contract Start Date 

16 September 2019 

Contact Information 

Kevin Filchak, M.P.A.  
(508) 347-2500 ext. 1411 
Kfilchak@town.sturbridge.ma.us (any and all questions shall be submitted in writing to this 
email address)  

 

 

The Town of Sturbridge reserves the right to reject any or all proposals or 
portions thereof, to accept a proposal or portion thereof, and to waive any 

informality. 
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Overview 
The Sturbridge Tourist Association (STA), represented by the Economic Development and Tourism 
Coordinator (EDTC), is seeking proposals for the development of a town brand and a three (3) year 
marketing strategy for the community. The STA will use these to promote Sturbridge to the public at large 
over the next few years.  

Background  
Sturbridge is a vibrant community with a diverse business base that benefits from its proximity to several 
major inter and intra state roadways. The town is home to fourteen hotels, almost fifty restaurants, three 
breweries and numerous merchants. However what the town is best known for is Old Sturbridge Village 
which, as the largest living history museum in New England, can and has drawn over 250,000 patrons a 
year to our community. Beyond the numerous eateries, hotels and the Village, the town is host to a 
number of burgeoning economic and entertainment sectors. Sturbridge is rapidly becoming a wedding 
destination with locations such as the Publick House and Hyland Orchard drawing hundreds of couples 
from across the country to wed in this idyllic New England community. For outdoor enthusiasts the town is 
building new outdoor trails every year; there are currently over thirty miles of available trails in town. 
Finally, the town is expanding its outreach efforts by creating local events that foster community spirit and 
encourage patronage of local businesses. All told Sturbridge hosts many wonderful things to see and 
experience.  

It must be stated that Sturbridge greatly benefits from the revenues brought in by its tourists and visitors. 
Over the past ten years the town has seen yearly increases in the revenues that it collects from the 
hotel/motel room tax and the same is seen over the past eight years for our meals tax. In 2018 alone the 
town collected $999,165 in hotel/motel tax revenues and $464,678 in meals taxes. The revenues 
generated from local tourism are put towards one of three categories. First is the general fund to offset 
local operational costs. The second is the Betterment Committee which funds public safety, recreation 
and beautification efforts in town. The third and final way those dollars are spent is through the STA which 
uses its allocation to support tourist related events in, and marketing of, the community as well as funding 
the EDTC position. 

Project 
Over the past several years the town, through the funding the STA receives, has worked to promote itself 
and its businesses regionally and across the northeast. This has consisted of various multi-media 
campaigns done with different outlets, at different scales, and for different lengths of time. This leads to 
several challenges for Sturbridge as it is unclear how much of an impact, if any, these campaigns are 
having at attracting visitors to town. Furthermore Sturbridge does not have a clear message it is trying to 
convey beyond encouraging people to visit the community. 

Therefore the STA is soliciting proposals to develop (A) a community brand that can be used both 
internally and by our local and regional partners (both public and private), and (B) a three (3) year 
marketing strategy that can be used to promote all that Sturbridge can offer its visitors.   

The desired services to be provided by the applicant are described in the Scope of Services section of 
this RFP.  
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Any questions pertaining to the services required by the Town of Sturbridge or the technical aspects of 
this RFP should be directed, in writing, to Kevin Filchak, M.P.A., Economic Development and Tourism 
Coordinator at kfilchak@town.sturbridge.ma.us. Questions must be received no later than 7 August 2019 
at 4:00pm. Questions received after that time will not be answered.  

The Town of Sturbridge reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals if it is deemed to be in 
the best interest of the Town to do so. The Town of Sturbridge may cancel this RFP in whole or in part, at 
any time whenever such an act is deemed to be in its best interest.  

A sealed written proposal, with separately sealed technical and price proposals shall be submitted to: 

Town of Sturbridge 
Attn: Kevin Filchak, M.P.A.  
301 Main Street 
Sturbridge, MA 01566 

 
Six (6) copies of the proposal must be received no later than 12:00pm on Wednesday, 14 August 
2019. The final contract price and fee will be negotiated with the highest ranked proposal.  

Scope of Service 
The chosen consultant will be expected to develop a community brand and subsequent three (3) year 
marketing strategy for Sturbridge that will involve the following components:  

• A written examination of Sturbridge’s current brand and marketing strategy, identifying strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats; 
 

o Written report to be submitted to the STA via the EDTC;  
 

• Develop a profile of the types of Sturbridge visitor (location traveled from, purpose of travel, 
interests, media preferences, etc.);  
 

o Written report to be submitted to the STA via the EDTC;  
 

• Conduct research to see how Sturbridge residents and businesses view the community;  
 

o It must include two community meetings: one for the general public and the other for key 
stakeholders (businesses, local and regional partners, etc.);  
 

o Written summary of the meetings to be submitted to the STA via the EDTC;  
 

• Develop a town brand and written brand guidelines and publically present to a joint meeting of the 
Sturbridge Tourist Association and the Board of Selectmen;  
 

o Develop a written strategy for how the Town can adopt said brand (may be included as a 
part of the marketing strategy);  
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• Develop a written three (3) year marketing strategy for the town to market itself to those visitors 
profiled; 
 

o Publically present written strategy to the Sturbridge Tourist Association; 
 

• Provide technical assistance, support and guidance during the initial rollout of the brand and 
strategy (last two months of the bid contract, anticipated May and June 2020).  

Proposal Submission Procedures  

1. The submission and review of the proposal shall comply with the purposes and intent of 
Massachusetts General Law Chapter 30B and all other applicable laws of the Commonwealth.  

 
2. Proposals must be received no later than 14 August 2019 at 12:00pm. An original and six (6) 

copies must be submitted together with a transmittal letter signed by an authorized official of the 
firm.  

 
3. The price proposal shall be submitted on the form found at the end of this RFP, in a separate, 

sealed envelope clearly marked “Price Proposal – Branding/Marketing.” Price proposals that 
are submitted in the same envelopes as the technical (non-price) proposals shall be rejected 
without further consideration. The price proposal shall include adequate provision for all proposed 
services.  

 
4. Proposals and/or quotes may be changed or withdrawn prior to but not subsequent to 14 August 

2019. Changes or corrections may be made by submission of such changes, in writing and in 
sealed envelopes, which identifies the submitting party and indicates that it contains a change or 
correction to the proposal for “Branding /Marketing.”  

Submission Requirements 
The following shall be considered to be the minimum requirements for submission. Each proposal shall 
contain the following.  

1) Transmittal letter, no longer than two (2) pages in which the applicant must:  
 

a. State your firm’s understanding of the services to be performed and the work products to 
be provided as defined in the Scope of Services section of this RFP. 
 

b. Make a positive commitment to perform the work within the required timeframe.  
 
The transmittal letter must be signed by the individual authorized to negotiate and 
contractually bind the firm.  

  
2) Timeline 

 
a. Applicant shall provide a clear timeline from start of contract (assume start date of 16 

September) through 30 June 2020.  
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i. Timeline shall highlight key goals and milestones the applicant plans to achieve 

during the contract period.   
 

3) Professional experience 
 

a. Identify staff who will be assigned to this project. Provide resumes (which may be 
included as appendices) showing relevant past experience, education, training, etc.  
  

4) References:  
 

a. Applicant must submit a complete list of all jobs performed in the past three (3) years that 
are similar in size and scope to this project with contact names and telephone numbers. 
For each municipal contract the applicant was awarded in the last three (3) years, the 
following shall be provided: 
 

i. Client contact name 
ii. Contact telephone number 
iii. Contact mailing address 
iv. Summary of project scope 
v. Amount of initial contract award 
vi. Final total project cost 
vii. Explanation for any difference between initial and final project costs 

 
b. Town reserves the right to contact the reference provided, and use the information 

gained from the references as part of the factors used in determination of the contract 
award.  

  
5) Non Collusion and Tax Compliance Forms contain in this RFP.  

Quality Requirements  
The following shall be considered minimum standards necessary to perform the scope of work. 
Acceptable evidence or certification must be provided to demonstrate the minimum standards are being 
met. Failure to meet the minimum standards as described below shall result in a rejection of the proposal. 

• The Applicants’ understanding of the Town’s needs, the objectives and goals to be achieved and 
the work involved, and the nature and intent of the proposed public process; 
 

• The quality and depth of the experience and expertise of the individuals who will do the work, and 
their track record in providing similar successful assistance in other tasks of this nature; 
 

• Appropriateness of the project organization and individual team members; the identity, 
qualifications, and competence of the individuals (including and sub-consultants) who would 
actually do and/or be responsible for conducting the project, and the role of each in its 
completion; 
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• Quality of the Applicant’s technical approach with emphasis on capacity to participate in a 
productive manner in staff and public meetings, taking into account comments and ideas from 
members of the public, town officials and staff; 
 

• Appropriateness of the Applicant’s Price Proposal, overall cost and the ability to perform the 
assigned tasks with a time frame and budget acceptable to the Town; 
 

• Overall quality and responsiveness of the proposal; 
 

• Other relevant criteria to be applied uniformly to all respondents. 

Comparative Evaluation Criteria 
Each Applicant must indicate if and how they meet the following Comparative Evaluation Criteria. 
Responses to each of these criteria will be judged in three (3) rating categories: Highly Advantageous, 
Advantageous and Not Advantageous.  

A composite rating for each proposal will be based on the rating of each of the following Comparative 
Evaluation Criteria.  

1) Proposed Methodology 
 

a. Highly Advantageous – The plan of services proposes a detailed, logical, and highly 
efficient scheme for producing a complete report that addresses all of the project 
objectives stated in the RFP. 
 

b. Advantageous – The plan of services proposes a credible scheme for producing a 
complete report that addresses most of the required issues. 
 

c. Not Advantageous – The plan of services is not sufficiently detailed to fully evaluate, or 
the plan does not contain all the components necessary to produce a complete report 
that addresses all of the required issues. 

  
2) Social Media 

 
a. Highly Advantageous: Applicant has greater than five years of experience developing 

marketing strategies that include social media components.  
 

b. Advantageous: Applicant has between five and three years of experience developing 
marketing strategies that include social media components. 
 

c. Not Advantageous: Applicant has less than two years of experience developing 
marketing strategies that include social media components. 

  
3) Research Capabilities 
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a. Highly Advantageous: Applicant has the capability to research and develop 
understandings of the Sturbridge tourist population using data sources that will identify 
groups nationally.  
 

b. Advantageous: Applicant has the capability to research and develop understandings of 
the Sturbridge tourist population using data sources that will identify groups in at least the 
New York and New England regions. 
 

c. Not Advantageous: Applicant has the capability to research and develop understandings 
of the Sturbridge tourist population using data sources that will identify groups in the Tri-
State area only. 

Contract Award  
The Town of Sturbridge will review the proposals and then make an overall evaluation, rating each 
proposal as either highly advantageous, advantageous or not advantageous.  Those proposals failing to 
meet the Quality Requirements shall be deemed as non-responsive and shall be rejected. 

The Town will determine the most advantageous proposal from a responsible and responsive proposer, 
taking into consideration the applicant’s experience, staff capacity, references, proposed plan of services, 
or any other evaluation criteria set forth in the RFP as well as the proposal price. 

As previously noted, the Town reserves the right to reject any proposal that, in its sole judgment, fails to 
meet the minimum requirements of this RFP; that is incomplete, conditional, or obscure; that contains 
additions or irregularities; in which errors occur, or if it is deemed to be in the best interests of the Town to 
do so. 

The Town reserves the right to waive minor discrepancies or permit a proposer to clarify such 
discrepancies and so conduct discussions with all qualified proposers in any manner necessary to serve 
the best interest of the Town. 

This contract is intended to be awarded to the selected applicant the week of 28 August 2019 and the 
scope of services detailed in this RFP shall be completed by 30 June 2020.  

Proposals must be received prior to 12pm on Wednesday, 14 August 2019. Faxed or electronic copies 
shall not be considered.  

Proposal should be mailed or delivered too:  

Town of Sturbridge 
Attn: Kevin Filchak, M.P.A.  
301 Main Street  
Sturbridge, MA 01566 
 

Questions concerning this RFP shall be made, in writing, to the EDTC at kfilchak@town.sturbridge.ma.us.  
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Attachment 1: Certification of Non-Collusion 
The undersigned certified under penalties of perjury that this proposal has been made and submitted in 
good faith and without collusion or fraud with any other person. As used in this certification, the word 
‘person’ shall mean any natural person, business, partnership, corporation, union, committee, club or 
other organization, entity or group of individuals.  

 

Signature of Individual Submitting Proposal 

 
 
Name of Business 

 
 
Date  
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Attachment 2: Tax Compliance Certification  
Pursuant to M.G.L. c.62C, §49A, I certify under the penalties of perjury that to the best of my knowledge 
and belief, I am in compliance with all laws of the Commonwealth relating to taxes, reporting of 
employees and contractors, and withholding and remitting child support.   

 

Signature of Individual or Corporate Name  

 
 
Social Security Number or Federal Identification 
Number 
 
 
By 
Corporate Officer (if applicable)  
  
 
Date 
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Attachment 3: Proposal Price Sheet  
Name of Business  

Service/Item/Etc. Estimated Staff 
Hours Rate Total 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Total  

Page _____ of _____.  

If more rows are needed please add a duplicate page and 
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Shrewsbury            (C)       6 Ashley Dr.                            12-2              $379,900     Gary Caggiano/ERA key            (508) 740-2065
Sturbridge               (S)       230 Podunk Rd.                       12-1:30         $614,500     Lorraine/RE/MAX PA                (508) 864-4232

SHREWSBURY: OH SUN, 7/7, 12-2P. $379,900.  6
Ashley Dr.-Westbrook Crossing-55+ complex. 2-
beds, Fin-heated LL, 3-full baths, GAS, C/A, 1-car
garage. Move-In ready. Gary Caggiano/ERA Key

508-853-0964

STURBRIDGE: SUN 12-1:30, 230 Podunk Rd; STUN-
NING New Construction! 3BR 2.5BA Col, stylish &
luxurious details - must be seen! $614,500
LorraineHerbert.com REMAX PA 508-864-4232

HOLDEN- JANICE MITCHELL
www.janicemitchellre.com

508-829-6315

OAKHAM: ELEGANT,  completely customized,
private log cabin. Triangular, granite kitchen w/
comm. gas stove, anter chandelier & palladium
windows. This Dream home is on 14 acres +add.
farmland is avail. Six vehicle log barn. Land would
be great for Equestrians. Re/NET 774-262-6667
www.stonegrouprealty.com

PRINCETON 22 MT. ROAD
Historic Colonial 9rm 4br/2ba attached barn
$349,900 Stony Farm Realty 508-829-9260

WEBSTER, DUDLEY , OXFORD, CHARLTON
THOMPSON, WEBSTER LAKE! 508-943-9306 or

go to www.Century21LakeRealty.com

OAKHAM: RARE OPPORTUNITY! New Braintree
Rd. 3 acres. 300 ft road frontage. Septic design for
3 brdm dwelling in place ready to build. $75,000.
Stone Group Realty/ReNET 774-262-6667

SELLER/BUYER EXPERTISE: Sturbridge area.
Lorraine Herbert RE/MAX Prof Associates

508-864-4232

 Worcester...31 Caroline Street
Plantation Street’s brand new apartment resi-
dence. 1 BR, wash/dry in each apt, storage, heat
& hw incl. No smoking. No Pets.Off street parking.
To view apartment please call for appointment at
508-756-2147. cathy@botanybayproperties.com

 Worcester...Center Hill Apts
503-505 Mill St....The Tatnuck area’s newest apart
ment homes. large 1 & 2 BR, W/D in each apt,
storage, elevator, heat & hw incl.,nice walking
area. No pets,  No smoking. 508-756 2147 or

cathy@botanybayproperties.com

WORCESTER Webster Square 3br, 1st fl. newly
 remodeled, wall to wall carpet, New aplcss
Central Gas heat & H/W, deleaded, Section 8
welcome, No pets. 508-529-9164

WORCESTER SUBSIDIZED  housing. 1 person only.
Low rents, a great, quiet place. All included:
security to cable TV. Ref., CORI. 508-799-7975

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
The Trial Court

Probate and Family Court
Docket No. WO18P3580GD

Worcester Probate and Family Court
225 Main Street, Worcester, MA 01608

CITATION GIVING NOTICE OF PETITION FOR
APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIAN FOR

INCAPACITATED PERSON PURSUANT TO
G.L. c. 190B, §5-304

In the matter of:  Roger Holm
Of:  Worcester, MA
RESPONDENT
Alleged Incapacitated Person

To the named Respondent and all other interested
persons, a petition has been filed by UMass Me-
morial Medical Center of Worcester, MA in the
above captioned matter alleging that Roger Holm
is in need of a Guardian and requesting that of
Worcester, MA and Lori Roche of Boylston, MA (or
some other suitable person) be appointed as
Guardian to serve Without Surety on the bond.
The petition asks the court to determine that the
Respondent is incapacitated, that the appointment
of a Guardian is necessary, and that the proposed
Guardian is appropriate. The petition is on file with
this court and may contain a request for certain
specific authority.
You have the right to object to this pro-
ceeding. If you wish to do so, you or your attor-
ney must file a written appearance at this court on
or before 10:00 A.M. on the return date of
07/16/2019. This day is NOT a hearing date, but a
deadline date by which you have to file the written
appearance if you object to the petition. If you fail
to file the written appearance by the return date,
action may be taken in this matter without further
notice to you. In addition to filing the written ap-
pearance, you or your attorney must file a written
affidavit stating the specific facts and grounds of
your objection within 30 days after the return date.

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The outcome of this proceeding may limit or
completely take away the above-named
person’s right to make decisions about per-
sonal affairs or financial affairs or both. The
above-named person has the right to ask
for a lawyer. Anyone may make this request
on behalf of the above-named person. If the
above-named person cannot afford a law-
yer, one may be appointed at State ex-
pense.
WITNESS, Hon. Leilah A. Keamy, First Justice

of this Court.
Date: June 21, 2019

June 21, 2019

GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR EMERGENCY FOOD
AND SHELTER FUNDS FOOD AND SHELTER FUNDS

FOOD AND SHELTER FUNDS

WORCESTER COUNTY, MA HAS BEEN AWARDED
FEDERAL FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE FROM THE DE-
PARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS)/FED-
ERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
UNDER THE EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER NA-
TIONAL BOARD PROGRAM.

Worcester County, MA has been allocated
$382,974 to supplement emergency food and shel-
ter programs in the county in this funding process
labeled Phase 36.

The selection was made by a National Board
that is chaired by the U. S. Department of Home-
land Security's Federal Emergency Management
Agency and consists of representatives from
American Red Cross; Catholic Charities, USA; Na-
tional Council of the Churches of Christ in the USA;
The Jewish Federations of North America, The Sal-
vation Army; and, United Way Worldwide. The Lo-
cal Board was charged to distribute funds
appropriated by Congress to help expand the ca-
pacity of food and shelter programs in high-need
areas around the country. A Local Board made up
of representatives of the above organizations, and
other providers will determine how the funds
awarded to Worcester County, MA are to be dis-
tributed among emergency food and shelter appli-
cants in Worcester County. The Local Board is
responsible for recommending agencies to receive
these funds and any additional funds made avail-
able under this phase of the program. Under the
terms of the grant from the National Board, local
agencies chosen to receive funds must: 1) be pri-
vate voluntary non-profits or units of government,
2) be eligible to receive Federal funds, 3) have an
accounting sys-tem, 4) practice nondiscrimination,
5) have demonstrated the capability to deliver
emergency food and/or shelter programs, and 6) if
they are a private voluntary organization, have a
voluntary board. Qualifying agencies are urged to
apply.
In the previous Phase Emergency Food and Shelter
funds were awarded to 26 local recipient organiza-
tions. These agencies are responsible for providing
meals, shelter and fuel assistance throughout
Worcester County, MA. Public or private voluntary
agencies interested in applying for Emergency
Food and Shelter Program funds must complete
the application available at https://agency.e-
cimpact.com, Organization Code 23520U. Please
email efsp@unitedwaycm.org for additional infor-
mation or assistance. The dead-line for applica-
tions to be received is Monday, July 15, 2019 at
4:00 PM.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
The Trial Court

Probate and Family Court

Docket No. WO19C0354CA

Worcester Probate and Family Court
225 Main Street, Worcester, MA 01608

(508) 831-2200

CITATION ON PETITION TO CHANGE NAME

In the matter of: Lidia Saritza Alvarado
Betancourt

A petition to Change Name of Adult has been filed
by Lidia Saritza Alvarado Betancourt of
Westborough, MA requesting that the court en-
ter a Decree changing their name to:

Saritza Betancourt

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Any person may appear for purposes of objectiong
by filing an appearance at : Worcester Probate and
Family Court before 10:00 a.m. on the return day
of 08/13/2019.
This is NOT a hearing date, but a deadline by which
you must file a written appearance if you object to
this proceeding.

WITNESS, HON. Leilah A Keamy, First Justice of this
Court.
Date: July 01, 2019

Stephanie K. Fattman, Register of Probate
July 07, 2019

The Sturbridge Tourist Association is soliciting pro-
posals from qualified vendors to develop a com-
munity brand for Sturbridge and a three (3) year
marketing strategy. All details regarding scope of
service, qualifications and the review process are
included in the RFP which can be accessed at:
https://www.town.sturbridge.ma.us/bids. It can al-
so be access on the State’s Central Register and at
www.commbuys.com. All proposals are to be sub-
mitted in sealed envelopes to the Economic Devel-
opment and Tourism Coordinator at 301 Main
Street, no later than 12:00pm on Wednesday, 14
August 2019. Questions related to the proposals
shall be submitted, in writing, to
kfilchak@town.sturbridge.ma.us no later than 7
August 2019 at 4:00pm.

July 07, 28, 2019

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRIAL COURT

PROBATE AND FAMILY COURT
WORCESTER PROBATE AND FAMILY COURT

225 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01608

DOCKET NO. WO19P2028GD
CITATION GIVING NOTICE OF PETITION FOR AP-

POINTMENT OF GUARDIAN FOR INCAPACITATED
PERSON PURSUANT TO G.L. C. 190B, §5-304

In the matter of: MARCIA FLYNN of Worcester,
MA, RESPONDENT, Alleged Incapacitated Person.

To the named Respondent and all other interested
persons, a petition has been filed by Stephen
Cooper of Worcester, MA in the above captioned
matters alleging that MARCIA FLYNN is in need of a
Guardian and requesting that some other suitable
person be appointed as Guardian to serve WITH-
OUT SURETY on the bond.

The petition asks the court to determine that the
Respondent is incapacitated, that the appointment
of a Guardian is necessary, and that the proposed
Guardian is appropriate. The petition is on file with
this court and may contain a request for a certain
specific authority.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO OBJECT TO THIS
PROCEEDING.
If you wish to do so, you or your attorney must file
a written appearance at this court on or before
10:00 A.M., on the return date of 07/16/2019. This
day is NOT a hearing date, but a deadline date by
which you have to file the written appearance if
you object to the petitions. If you fail to file the
written appearance by the return date, action may
be taken in these matters without further notice to
you. In addition to filing the written appearance,
you or your attorney must file a written affidavit
stating the specific facts and grounds of your ob-
jection within 30 days after the return date.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The outcome of these proceedings may limit or
completely take away the above-named person's
right to make decisions about personal affairs or fi-
nancial affairs or both. The above-named person
has the right to ask for a lawyer. Anyone may make
this request on behalf of the above-named person.
If the above-named person cannot afford a lawyer,
one may be appointed at State expense.

WITNESS, Hon. LEILAH A. KEAMY,
First Justice of this Court.

Date: June 19, 2019
Stephanie K. Fattman

Register of Probate
July 07, 2019

OXFORD ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

Please take notice that a public hearing will be
held on Thursday, July 25, 2019 at 7:00 p.m. by the
Oxford Zoning Board of Appeals at the Oxford
Town Hall, 325 Main St., Oxford, MA, to consider
the Variance application of Steven and Michelle
Raymond for property owned by the applicant lo-
cated at 15 Joe Jenny Road, Oxford, MA, Assessor's
Map 54, Parcel B01.07 in the R-1 Residential Zoning
District. The applicant requests a variance of the
minimum side yard setback requirement as set
forth in Chapter X, Table IV of the Oxford Zoning By-
Laws to construct a detached 2-car garage. The
application can be viewed in the office of the Town
Clerk or Land Management Department during nor-
mal office hours. Anyone desiring to be heard on
this matter should appear at the place, date, and
time designated, or submit written comments to
the Board before the date of the hearing. See
masspublicnotices.org for legal notice.

Peter LaFlash, Chairman
7/7/19 & 7/14/19

Real Estate For Sale

OPEN HOUSES (FOR SALE)OPEN HOUSES (FOR SALE)

HOMES FOR SALEHOMES FOR SALE

LANDLAND

Real Estate Services

AUCTIONSAUCTIONS

AUCTIONSAUCTIONS

REAL ESTATE SERVICESREAL ESTATE SERVICES

Rentals

APARTMENTS APARTMENTS 

ROOMS FOR RENTROOMS FOR RENT

 LEGAL NOTICES LEGAL NOTICES

 LEGAL NOTICES LEGAL NOTICES�� ���� �� �	�� 
�������� ��� ������������ � Deadline: Friday at 10 a.m.

(C) Condo
(B) Business
(P) Land

(X) Condex
(U) Duplex
(L) Mobile Home

(M) Multi-Family
(S) Single Family
(A) Apartment

(T) Townhouse
(D) Adult Community

Sunday’s Open House

Directory
TOWN STYLE ADDRESS TIME PRICE REALTOR/SELLER PHONE

To list in this directory, call 508.793.9393  Deadline: Friday at 11a.m.To list in this directory, call 508.793.9393  Deadline: Friday at 4p.m.

Real Estate

Please Recycle This Newspaper

anytimeads.com

Classified Ad
Packages:

• Vehicles .......... from $19.95

• Real Estate...... from $39.95

• Recruitment .... from $80.00

• Services.......... from $50.00

• Merchandise ..... from $3.00

• Yard Sales ....... from $10.00

Anytime...Anywhere...

Build. Proof.
Place.

It’s so easy!

All the local news you need.

Find a Pet, 
Get Pet Care Tips,
Read the Latest 

Pet News, 
and More! 

to advertise: 
www.telegram.com/classifi ed 

call: 
508-793-9393 

www.telegram.com/pets

Spencer open house 53 Mechanic St from 12 
to 2 Sunday July 7th and 14th. 3 bed and 2 full 
baths. Priced to sell! $189,900 Park Place Realty, 
call Bob 860-918-0999  See pics on Zillow

Page 98 of 103 
Last Updated on 08/08/2019
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DIAGNOSED WITH LUNG CANCER? You may quali-
fy for a substantial cash award. NO obligation, NO
risk! We’ve recovered millions. Let us help you!!
Call 24/7, 844-408-0252.

DONATE YOUR CAR TO CHARITY. Receive maxi-
mum value of write off for your taxes. Running or
not! All conditions accepted. Free pickup. Call for
details. 855-986- 8602

AABLE MASS Auto Recycling. Buy any car
or truck, junk, wrecked, repairable, used.
Esp. Lexus, Toyota, Honda or any car of

           value. Call Larry 508-769-3962

CASH FOR CARS: We Buy Any Condition Vehicle,
2002 and Newer. Competitive Offer! Nationwide
FREE Pick Up! Call Now For a Free Quote!
888-366-5659

HIGHEST PRICES
Paid For your junk/unwanted car or truck.

Linder’s Inc. (508)756-5125

AUDI A4 PREMIUM PLUS 2015 Quattro, Black
#A5475XX Smart Price $24,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt. 20,  781-596-0800.

2005 CADILLAC CTS 4-Door Sport Sedan, V V 3.6L,
Diamond white, Metallic, Loaded! Exc. Cond. 155k
miles, all hwy. Asking $7900. Call 413-436-3265.

CHEVROLET EQINOX  LT SUVA 2019, Metallic
#A5543XX Smart Price $24,598 Herb Chambers
Toyota Rt 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

CHEVROLET MALIBU  premier FWD White
#A5545XX Smart Price $21,598 Herb Chambers
Toyota Rt 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

CHEVROLET SILVERADO  1500 2018 double cab
4x4 White #A273492A Smart Price $30,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota Rt 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

CHEVROLET SILVERADO   2014 Truck Crew  cab
4x4 black #A273127A Smart Price $25,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota Rt 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

CHEVROLET TAHOE  LTZ SUV, 2016 4x4 Pearl
Tricoat #A273186A Smart Price $46,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota Rt 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

DODGE DURANGO  Citadel, 2014, SUV AWD Pearl
#A273435B Smart Price $29,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn Rte 20 855-716-6471

FORD ESCAPE  2017 Limited SUV 4x4 Black
#A5531XX Smart Price $19,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

FORD EXPLORER  2016 Limited SUV 4x4 Black
#A272857A  Smart Price $24,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

FORD EXPLORER  Limited  2017 SUV 4x4 Black
#A273239A Smart Price $31,598  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

FORD EXPLORER  XLT 2017 SUV 4x4 Black
#A5506XX Smart Price $28,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

BMW 428I  xDrive Coupe AWD White #A5544XX
Smart Price $29,998 Herb Chambers Toyota Au-
burn, Rt 20  1-855-716-6471

GMC SIERRA  1500 SLT, Truck Crew CabMettalic
#A272342A Smart Price $33,598 Herb Chambers
Toyota Auburn, Rt 20  1-855-716-6471

HONDA CIVIC  CR-LX SUV 2016 FWD White #A5458
Smart Price $24,998  Herb Chambers Toyota of
Auburn, Rt. 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

HONDA CIVIC  LX Sedan 2016 FWD White #A5458
Smart Price $16,998  Herb Chambers Toyota of
Auburn, Rt. 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

HONDA CR-V  EX-L 2016 SUV AWD White
#A273250A Smart Price $22,598  Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt. 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

HONDA FIT  2016 LX Hatchback FWD White
#A273036A Smart Price $14,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt. 20, Auburn 1-855-716-6471

HYUNDAI SANTA  FE Sedan 2013 SUV Gray
#A5486A  Smart Price $16,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rte 20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

HYUNDAI SONATA  Hybrid Sedan 2015 FWD Silver
#A5533A Smart Price $15,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rte 20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

HYUNDAI TUCSON  GLS SUV 2013 4x4 Black
#A273410A Smart Price $15,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rte 20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

JEEP CHEROKEE  Limited 2017 SUV 4x4 Black
#A273393A Smart Price $33,598 Herb Chambers
Toyota Auburn, Rt 20  1-855-716-6471

JEEP WRANGLER  JK Unlimited Sport 2017,
#A273050A Smart Price $30,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota Auburn, Rt 20  1-855-716-6471

KIA SPORTAGE  2014 LX SUV FWD Gray
#A272658A Smart Price $13,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt20 Auburn 1-855-716-6471

KIA SPORTAGE  2018 LX SUV AWD Black #A5453A
Smart Price $21,998 Herb Chambers Toyota, Rt20
Auburn 1-855-716-6471

LEXUS GS  350 2014 Sedan AWD Black Sand Pearl
#A5207A Smart Price $25,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt 20 Auburn 781-596-0800.

LEXUS IS 300 2016 Sedan AWD Black Sand Pearl
#A273236B Smart Price $28,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt 20 Auburn 781-596-0800.

MAZDA MAZDA  2015 CX-5 Touring SUV Black
#A272460A  Smart Price $17,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

NISSAN FRONTIER  2016 SV Truck 4x4 Red
#A273250A Smart Price $22,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt. 20,  781-596-0800.

NISSAN ROGUE  S SUV AWD 2013 SUV Black
#A272881A Smart Price $13,598 Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt. 20,  781-596-0800.

SUBARU FORESTER  2.5I SUV, White AWD
#A273343A Smart Price $24,598  Herb Chambers
Toyota of Auburn, Rt 20  781-596-0800.

TOYOTA 4RUNNER  2018 4x4 SUV Black
#A273008A Smart Price $46,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA AVALON  Hybrid XLE Sdn 2014 FWD Gray
Metallic #A273226A Smart Price $19,998Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA AVALON   Sedan 2018 FWD Sizzling Crim-
son Mica #A271879A Smart Price $32,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  2015 Sedan FWD Super White
#A273289A Smart Price $17,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  Hybrid LE Sedan 2014 FWD Su-
per White #A273203A Smart Price $17,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  Hybrid LE Sedan 2017 FWD Su-
per White #A271661A Smart Price $17,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  LE Sedan 2016 FWD Predawn
Gray Mica #A5455 Smart Price $16,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  LE Sedan 2016 FWD Predawn
Gray Mica #A5502 Smart Price $16,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY   Sedan 2014 FWD Gray
#A272696A Smart Price $16,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY   Sedan 2015 FWD Celestial Silver
Metallic #A273292A Smart Price $16,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  Sedan 2017 FWD Celestial Silver
Metallic #A5303A Smart Price $20,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  Sedan 2017 FWD Cosmic Gray
Mica #A273179A Smart Price $21,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA CAMRY  SE Sedan 2016 FWD  Black Met-
allic #A272504A Smart Price $18,998  Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA COROLLA  LE Sedan 2016 FWD Slate Met-
allic #A5429 Smart Price $15,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA COROLLA  LE Sedan 2016 FWD White
#A271938A Smart Price $15,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA COROLLA  Sedan 2016 FWD  Barcelona
Red Metallic #A5542 Smart Price $16,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA COROLLA  Sedan 2017 FWD  Slate Metal-
lic #A5513 Smart Price $16,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA COROLLA  SE Sedan 2017 FWD  Red Met-
allic #A273114A Smart Price $16,998 Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA COROLLA  S Plus Sedan 2016 FWD Slate
Metallic #A5536 Smart Price $17,998  Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA FJ  Cruiser SR 2014 SUV 4x4 Blue
#A5504XX Smart Price $43,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER   2017 SUV AWD Blizzard
Pearl  #A5528XX Smart Price $38,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER   2018 SUV AWD Black
#A272563A Smart Price $33,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER  LE  2016 SUV AWD Blizzard
Pearl  #A5514 Smart Price $30,998  Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER  LE 2017 SUV AWD Black
#A5433 Smart Price $29,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER  Limited 2013 SUV AWD
Gray Metallic #A5435 Smart Price $17,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER  SE  2017 SUV AWD Red
#A273083A Smart Price $32,598  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER SUV 2019 AWD Blizzard
Pearl #A273416A Smart Price $47,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER  XLE  2015 SUV AWD Bliz-
zard Pearl  #A273238A Smart Price $26,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA HIGHLANDER XLE 2017 SUV AWD Rouge
Mica #A273353A Smart Price $35,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA PRIUS  2017 Hatchback FWD Red
#A5518  Smart Price $23,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA PRIUS  c II Hatchback FWD 2015  Gray
Metallic Smart Price $13,598 #A272483A Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  2010 SUV 4x4 Black #A273429A
Smart Price $13,598  Herb Chambers Toyota, Rt
20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  Hybrid XLE 2016 SUV AWD Black
Sand Pearl #A272697A Smart Price $25,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota Auburn, Rt 20, 1-855-716-64715

TOYOTA RAV4  LE 2014 SUV AWD Red #A273135B
Smart Price $18,998  Herb Chambers Toyota, Rt
20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  LE 2016 SUV AWD Black #A5430
Smart Price $20,998  Herb Chambers Toyota, Rt
20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  LE 2017 SUV AWD Magnetic Gray
Metallic #A272966A Smart Price $21,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  Limited 2016 SUV AWD Blizzard
Pearl #A5555XX Smart Price $22,598  Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  Limited 2016 SUV AWD Gray
#A272963A Smart Price $27,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  Limited 2016 SUV AWD Silver
#A273263A Smart Price $25,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2013 SUV AWD Shoreline Blue
Pearl #A273048A Smart Price $18,998  Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2014 SUV AWD Pyrite Mica
#A5556XX Smart Price $18,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2015 SUV AWD Orange
#A5559 Smart Price $22,598  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2016 SUV AWD Barcelona Red
Metallic #A5537 Smart Price $23,598  Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2016 SUV AWD Black
#A273151A Smart Price $22,598  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2017 SUV AWD Blue
#A273272A  Smart Price $25,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota Auburn, Rt 20, 1-855-716-64715

TOYOTA RAV4  XLE 2017 SUV AWD Galactic Aqua
Mica #A5428 Smart Price $22,998  Herb Cham-
bers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA SIENNA   2017  FWD Red  #RT5567
Smart Price $33,598 Herb Chambers Toyota,
Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA SIENNA  LE Van 2016 Van FWD Gray
#A273363A Smart Price $25,998 Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA SIENNA  XLE 2018 Van AWD Blizzard
Pearl #A272986A Smart Price $39,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA TACOMA  2015 4x4 Base Truck Dbl Cab
Silver #A273334A Smart Price $29,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA TACOMA  2016 4x4 Truck Access Cab
Black #A273362A Smart Price $28,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA TACOMA  2016 4x4 Truck Dbl Cab Blazing
Blue Pearl #A273433A Smart Price $31,598 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA TACOMA  2017 4x4 Truck Access Cab
Silver #A272816A Smart Price $30,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA TUNDRA  SR5 2017 CrewMax Gray 4x4
#A5473  Smart Price $35,998  Herb Chambers
Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

TOYOTA TUNDRA  TRD 2017 Off Road Truck Silver
4x4 Dbl Cab #A272925B Smart Price $34,998 Herb
Chambers Toyota, Rt 20,  Auburn 1-855-716-6471

The Sturbridge Tourist Association is soliciting pro-
posals from qualified vendors to develop a com-
munity brand for Sturbridge and a three (3) year
marketing strategy. All details regarding scope of
service, qualifications and the review process are
included in the RFP which can be accessed at:
https://www.town.sturbridge.ma.us/bids. It can al-
so be access on the State’s Central Register and at
www.commbuys.com. All proposals are to be sub-
mitted in sealed envelopes to the Economic Devel-
opment and Tourism Coordinator at 301 Main
Street, no later than 12:00pm on Wednesday, 14
August 2019. Questions related to the proposals
shall be submitted, in writing, to
kfilchak@town.sturbridge.ma.us no later than 7
August 2019 at 4:00pm.

July 07, 28, 2019

NOTICE OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
FULL TIME LEAD PERSON/SKILLED LABORER

TOWN OF WEST BOYLSTON-EOE

Candidates must have demonstrated skills and ex-
perience in scheduling and supervising work;
maintaining lawns, fields, and irrigation systems;
applying lawn fertilizers and pesticides; operations
lawn maintenance and heavy equipment; plowing
snow; and maintaining streets, parks, and drains.

A full time position covered by a Collective Bar-
gaining Agreement between the Town and the
Truck Drivers Union Local #170. Selected candi-
date works 40 hours weekly with overtime as re-
quired, particularly during winter.

Qualifications: High School diploma or equivalent,
Valid Class B CDL license w/air brake endorse-
ment, and Valid DFA Pesticides Applicator’s Li-
cense.

Hourly wage rate is from $19.90 to $25.56 with ex-
cellent benefit package. Position is contingent
upon successful pre-employment physical with
drug and alcohol testing and is subject to random
drug and alcohol testing.

Applications available in DPW Office, 35 Worcester
St., West Boylston 7:00a.m. to 3:00 pm.m. week-
days. Accepting applications until the positions is
filled.

Gary Kellaher
Director of Public Works

July 22, 2019
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799 West Boylston Street Worcester MA 01606
info@audiojournal.net                                         www.audiojournal.net

Audio Journal 
Broadcasting the World to Our Blind 

and Print-Disabled Neighbors

“ Have You Heard the News?”
DAILY NEWSPAPER READING FOR THOSE WHO ARE BLIND 

OR UNABLE TO HOLD PRINTED MATERIAL
For more information about Audio Journal

and how you can help call 508-797-1117

Presented as a public service by the Telegram & Gazette

Place your ads using self service telegram.com/AnytimeAds

Buick Century LS 2002...4 dr. Midnight blue 
Carriage roof... Twilight blue Pearl exterior... 
medium blue cloth interior ... nonsmoker... clean 
Carfax...ONLY 80,090 MILES...  ice cold air condi-
tioning..nice rust free dependable low mileage 
Buick...$2650... call Michael... 508-365-8057

Cadillac DTS 2008 
loaded,white,sunroof, 
alloy wheels,156 K 
$4950.00Excellent 
solid,Straight,clean  Call 
Larry 508 769 3962 
AABLE AUTO  150 Cam-
bridge st Worc 

 Chevrolet Impala LT 2003 ... Silverstone 
metallic exterior... medium Gray cloth interior... 
clean Carfax... Nonsmoker ... rust free solid 
body...ELDERLY ONE OWNER...ONLY 81,063 
MILES... no rips or stains to the interior... just a 
well cared for... low mileage full-size Impala... 
$2950... Call Michael... 508-365-8057

Ford 2007 F150  STX 
4X4 2008 blue ONLY 
60K miles ,Fisher 
plow,Tonneau cover,bed 
liner,alloywheels,remote 
start.$11950.00 AABLE 
AUTO 150 Cambridge 
st worc 
Call Larry 508 769 3962

Ford Taurus 2005 SEL top of the line model ... 
Arizona gold clear coat exterior ... cashmere 
leather interior...ELDERLY OWNED...ONLY 71,597 
MILES.. Power glass moonroof... nonsmoker... 
rust free body... runs & looks excellent inside and 
out... $3250... call Michael... 508-365-8057

GMC SIERRA 2500 HD 
ONLY 50 K miles,Solid 
rust free body,Excellent 
6.0 motor,Strong 
transmission,tires,cloth 
interior. Excellent  brakes 
With unique rust free 
utility body. $9995 Call 
Larry 508 769 3962 
AABLE AUTO BUYERS 
AND SALES 150 Cam-
bridge Street Worcester 

Lexus ES 330 2005 
ONLY 54K,Carriage 
roof,Fla.car,ONE 
OWNER.Like new 
body,interior,motor 
$9450.00 Call Larry 508 
769 3962 AABLE AUTO 
150 Cambridge st worc 

Oldsmobile Alero GL 2003... Gold Ash metallic 
exterior... flawless beige cloth  interior.. Garage 
kept...ELDERLY ONE OWNER... ONLY 45,616 ORIGI-
NAL MILES... rust free body ... clean Carfax... runs 
& looks ABSOLUTELY LIKE NEW... you won’t be 
disappointed in this one...$3250... call Michael... 
508-365-8057

2013 Toyota Prius III, 72129 miles, black, 
automatic, solar roof package, reliable car, great 
mpg, $2,000, kegaam@mailtds.com, 508-632-
0592

Toyota Camry Hybrid LE Sedan 2013,excellent 
shape, Barcelona Red, Tan Interior, 73,800 miles, 
Family Owned, $15,500 or BRO.  Located in Mill-
bury.  Call Earl, 774-276-1332 from 7 am to 9 pm.

Millbury Garage/Yard Sale - Downsizing
Sat 7/27 & Sun 7/28, 9-3 @ 24 Forrest Dr. Outside
staging, power & hand tools, small furniture,
recliner rocker, tables & lamps, & much more!

WORCESTER  6 EINHORN RD.  off Highland St.
Sat. 7/27, 8-2. Entertainment ctr, flat screen t.v.,
bikes, back-to-school clothes, backpacks, sneak-

ers, etc. All like new condition! Lots of misc.
items. Big, Big Variety!

 YARD SALES YARD SALES  YARD SALES YARD SALES

HIMALAYAN KITTENS - M-F, 9 wks. old, shots, vet
checked, raised in  home, absolutely beautiful.
$800. Call 603-757-2250.

AKC YELLOW LAB PUPS 
Shots, parent here. $800

Call 508-278-2122

BICHON POO  Puppy, half Bichon, half Poodle,
Shots & wormed. $650.

Call 860-779-3253

BOSTON TERRIER  Puppy Registered.
Shots & Wormed. Male. $850.

Call 860-779-3253

LABRADOODLE PUPS,  BLACK
$500. Shots, parents here.

Call 508-278-2122

MALTI POO PUPPY
 1/2 Maltese 1/2 Poodle Male

$650. Call 860-774-2711

PEKAPOO PUPPY
3/4 Poodle, 1/4 Pekingese,

Shots & wormed, Female $650. Call 860-774-2711

SHIHTZU POO -
Puppy. Shots/wormed, Female $800

 860-774-2711

WEST HIGHLAND  White terrier, Shots and
Wormed, Female $850.

860-779-3253

FREE Med. & lg. landscape rocks in Holden. Bring
a couple friends, truck and a 2-wheel dolly!
Call Steve after 10:30am 508-829-6804.

ONLY $99  Quality Chimney any 1 flue cleaning;
$50 off chimney caps or masonry. Relining. NEW
ROOFS Painting Free inspection/ins. 508.752.1003

FOUNDATION/ Concrete (all kinds) Waterproofing,
& power wash, repointing, stairs repair. Masonry.
Estimates. Quality Chimney 508-410-4551

PAUL PALUMBO ELECTRIC Master Electrician
#A11543 for all your Comm & Res needs. Veter-
ans & SR Disc 508-865-3258 or 508-277-1529

Attention:Oxygen Users! Gain freedom with a
Portable Oxygen Concentrator! No more heavy
tanks and refills! Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Call
the Oxygen Concentrator Store: 844-748-5821

3 Day Blinds - BUY 3, GET 1 FREE! On custom
Blinds, Shades, Curtains and Drapes. Call 866-
319-3369

A PLACE FOR MOM has helped over a million fam-
ilies find senior living. Our trusted, local advisors
help solutions to your unique needs at NO COST
TO YOU! Call 844-478-6741

ARE YOU IN TROUBLE WITH THE IRS? If you are be-
hind with your taxes by $10,000 or more, we can
help to stop wage & bank levies, liens & audits,
unfiled tax returns, payroll issues, & resolve tax
debt FAST. Call 855-820-8878

BATHROOM RENOVATIONS. EASY, ONE DAY up-
dates! We specialize in safe bathing. Grab bars,
no slip flooring & seated showers. Call for a free
in-home consultation: 855-980-4002

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR! We edit, print
and distribute your work internationally. We do
the work, you reap the Rewards! Call for a FREE
Author’s Submission Kit: 844-261-5841

BEST SATELLITE TV with 2-Year Price Guarantee!
$59.99/mo with 190 channels and 3 months free
premium movie channels! Free next day installa-
tion! Call 888-986-4740

CASH FOR CARS: We Buy Any Condition Vehicle,
2002 and Newer. Nation’s Top Car Buyer! Free
Towing from Anywhere! Call Now 1-888-995-2702

CREDIT CARD DEBT? Financially Stressed Out?
Stop the harassment! Make one monthly pay-
ment YOU can AFFORD! Get Help Now and Save!
Call Toll Free 888-925-5404

FREE AUTO INSURANCE QUOTES for uninsured
and insured drivers. Let us show you how much
you can save! Call: 888-320-7567.

Get A-Rated Dental Insurance starting at around
$1 per day! Save 25% on Enrollment Now! No
Waiting Periods. 200k+ Providers Nationwide. Ev-
eryone is Accepted! Call 855-781-3741 (M-F 9-5
ET)

HughesNet - America’s #1 Choice for Satellite In-
ternet. Call Today and Save! More Data. Free In-
stallation. Available Everywhere. No Hard Data
Limits. Call 855-248-7966

Lowest Prices on Health Insurance. We have the
best rates from top companies! Call Now! 877-
339-5281.

NEED NEW FLOORING? Call Empire Today to
schedule a FREE in-home estimate on Carpeting &
Flooring. Call Today! 877-866-8797

NEED NEW WINDOW TREATMENTS? Call Empire
Today to schedule a FREE in-home estimate on
blinds & shades. Call Today! 877-710-4641

Over $10K in debt? Be debt free in 24-48 months.
Pay a fraction of what you owe. A+ BBB rated.
Call National Debt Relief 877-278-4861.

PROBLEM CREDIT REPORT? Lexington Law helps
works to challenge inaccurate negative items in-
cluding: identity theft, collections, late payments,
liens and more from your credit report. Call for a
free credit repair consultation: 855-622-0369.
John C. Heath, Attorney at Law, PLLC, dba Lexing-
ton Law Firm.

Recently diagnosed with LUNG CANCER and 60+
years old? Call now! You and your family may be
entitled to a SIGNIFICANT CASH AWARD. Call 866-
352-7357 today. Free Consultation. No Risk.

SAVE YOUR HOME! Are you behind paying your
MORTGAGE? Denied a Loan Modification? Is the
bank threatening foreclosure? CALL Homeown-
er’s Relief Line now for Help! 855-624-8601.

WANTED FREON R12. WE pay CA$H!
R12 R500 R11. Convenient. Certified professional
www.refrigerantfinders.com/ad 321-291-9169

ATTENTION: VIAGRA & CIALIS USERS! Buy Generic
& Save!! 50 Pill SPECIAL $99.00. FREE Shipping.
100% Guaranteed discreet home delivery. Opera-
tors available 24/7. Call Now: 855-799-6237

 WANTEDWANTED  WANTEDWANTED

 WANTEDWANTED  WANTEDWANTED

CATSCATS

DOGSDOGS

  ARTICLES FOR SALE  ARTICLES FOR SALE

BUILDING/CONTRACTORS/
HOME REPAIR

BUILDING/CONTRACTORS/
HOME REPAIRHOME REPAIR

CHIMNEY CLEANINGCHIMNEY CLEANING

CONTRACTORS CONTRACTORS 

 ELECTRICIANS ELECTRICIANS

HOME HEALTH CAREHOME HEALTH CARE

MISCELLANEOUSMISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUSMISCELLANEOUS

RUBBISH REMOVALRUBBISH REMOVAL

 WANTEDWANTED

 XXX ADULT SERVICES XXX ADULT SERVICES

POLISH SCENTHOUND 
(Gonczy Polski) 15 week 
old female puppy. Par-
ents were brought to the 
USA from Poland. Reg-
istered with American 
Rare Breed Association. 
If interested, please call/
text 508 523 4810. You 
may also view our dogs’ 
Instagram: @polish_hunt-
ing_dog

Golden Retriever Pups 
$1200 vetted/shots Call/
text 860-933-7668

GOLDENDOODLES F1bb 
M/Fparti/abstract/
blacks/creams; 
vet,wormed,shots $1800 
ready 8/18 Call/text 860-
933-7668

Sutton, 211 Whitins Road, Antique yard sale, 
Saturday July 27th and Sunday July 28th,  19th 
century country and primitive furniture and 
accessories, early farm tools and lighting, adver-
tising, milk bottles. 8:00 AM until 3:00 PM

Deck Doctors - Your remedy for a newer look-
ing Deck or Home! 
Deck repairs and total restoration. Pressure 
Washing, Staining, Sealing, Repairs. We do it all! 
We pressure wash homes at very affordable 
prices! Complete deck restoration packages 
starting at $499. Free estimates. Insured. Cus-
tomer satisfaction is priority one!  
call (508) 579-8697  for your free estimate today!

Demolition, Landscape and Outdoor Drain-
age Services: Interior guts, Building tear downs, 
Landscape abatement/maintenance, French 
drains. Licensed + Insured. FREE ESTIMATES. 
(978) 549-0853.

Rubbish Removal, Mov-
ing and Delivery,Yard 
Cleaning,Pressure wash-
ing, all at the lowest 
prices around. Call for 
a free estamate, ask for 
Jean 508-769-0651

RECORDS/COMICS/MAGAZINES      BUYING! 
Lp Record Albums, Single 45’s, Cd’s, Reel Tapes, 
Video Games, Comic Books & Graphic Novels, 
Old Books & Magazines, Artwork, Posters, Toys, 
Baseball Cards, Watches, Musical Instruments +
Dave  508-791-3634    dchartwell@hotmail.com
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